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'M real glad to be able to
call you 'captain,' my
lad," said Owen Kettle,
and Murray, In delight

his new promotion,
his old comwrung
mander's hand again.
hard
slaved
"You've
enough as mate," Kettle went on.
"You've sweated and slaved so much
that your clothes hang on you like a
slop chest shirt on a stanchion Just
But you'll fill 'em out nicely by
now.
the time you get back to England
again, my lad."
The pair of them liked one another
well, but the ties of discipline had
kept them icily apart up to now. Murat

ray's promotion put them on an equal
footing of grade.
"Running the Parakeet doesn't seem
to have made you very plump, skipper."
"Constitutional, I guess," said Kettle.

"I don't believe the food's grown that'd
make me carry flesh. I'm one of those
men that were sent into the world with
a whole shipload of bad luck to work
through before I came across any of

the soft things."
"You haven't much to grumble at
now," said Murray cheerfully. "Here
aiu 1 kicking you out of the command
of the Parakeet, to be sure. And why?
Because while you've been her old man
you've made her pay so well that the
firm's saved enough to buy a

ship.

They're naturally going

bigger

to

give

her to you to scare up more fat dividends. Lord." said Murray, hitting his
knee, "the chaps on board here will be
calling me the 'old man' behind my
back now."
"You'll get used to hearing the title,"
said Kettle grimly, "before you make
your pile. You'll get married, I sup-

pose. on the strength of the promotion.
1 saw u girl's photo nailed up in your
room."
The new captain nodded. "Got engaged when I passed for my master's
(ticket. Arranged to be hitched so soon
as I found α ship. Well, I suppose you
go straight home by mail from Aden
here?"
"Hello! Haven't they told you?"
"My letter was only the dry, formal
announcement that you were promoted
to the new ship and I was to take over

Dear Captain Kettle—Having noted from your
cables and reports you are making a good thing
tor us out of tramping the l'arakeet, we have
pleasure in transferring you to our new boat
which is now huiiding on the Clyde. She will l>e
8,500 tons, and we may take out passenger certifiYour wage on lier will be £21 ρ.'Γ month,
cate.
with 2Vi per cent commission, as before, but for
the present, till thi· new boat is finished, we
want you to give over command of the l'arakeet to
Murray and take on a new job. Our Mr. Alexander
Bird has recently bought the wreck of the steamship Grecian, and we aro sending out a steamer
with divers and full equipment to get the salvage.
We wish you to go on board this vessel to watch
We give you full control and
over our interests.
have notified Captain Taiiuchi, at present in com-

mand, to this effect.
"Birds are getting on," said Murray.
"But I've big doubts about three new
boats all at one bite. One.they might
manage on a mortgage. But three? I
don't

tious."

think It

Old

Ikey'e too

cau-

"Messrs. Bird are your owners ana
mine," said Kettle significantly.
"Oh," said the newly made captain,
"I'm not one of your old fashioned sort
that thinks an owner a little tin god!"
"My view Is," said Kettle, "that your
owner pays you and so Is entitled to

your respect so long as he is your ownbut you've got such a big notion of
your own rights that we're not likely

er,
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ψ ^ntSe^J7
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legal
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Instance of hie
Isaac set It
ness Instincts.
whisky, and recriminations
Alexander In a huff said he

ing It

as an

One busi-

down to
followed.
would go

smug commercial prosperity, came
back to him. And, besides, he bad always at bis coll tbat exquisite pride of
race which has so many times given
victory to the Anglo-Saxon over the
Latin.
By a sort of instinct he buttoned up
hie trim white drill coat and stepped
out on deck. There would be no scuffle

yet awhile. With the specie yet snugly stored on the sëa floor, the dirty,

sonable Interest? None."
sailed. If there Is any trouble, we shall
There were several words erased here, shoot, and if we begin that game we
and the writer went on with what was shall Juet imagine they are Abyssinlevidently considered a dramatic finish. ans and shoot to kill."
"
'But stay,' I say to myself. 'You
have Kettle. He is down in the Red
sea now doing well. You had «11 along
intended to promote him. Do It now
and set him to overlook tills Italian
salvage firm while the new boat le

Under the black captive's guidance
the salvage steamer soon put a term
to her search. For two more hours she
threaded her way among surf which

He is the one to see that
Isaac Bird's foot doth not full, for Cap"
tain O. Kettle is a godly man ulso.'
ronventionalThe letter wus shut off
ly enough with the statement that the
writer was Captain Kettle's truly and
ended in a iwstserlptum tag to the effect that the envoy should still draw
his 2'/j per cent on net results. The actual figures had evidently not been conceded without a mental wrench, as the
eraslon beneath them showed.
However, although In his recent prosperity Kettle had assumed a hatred for
risks and bred a strong dislike for all
those commercial adventures which lay
beyond the ordinary rut and routine
of trade, he took up his duties on the
salvage steamer with α stout heart and

building.

a

athirst
Kettle

accepted

It all

with

a

dry

civility. He had every expectation of
upsetting this man's plans for robbery

later
Though It was Tazzuchl who
presented the Virginias, he took it for
granted that Messrs. Bird, Bird & Co.
had paid for them, and he was not
averse to accepting a little luxury from
the firm.
on.
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the usual steam lane. She bad, It appeared, got off her course In β fog, two
of her compartments had been stove in,
and then she had been steered for the
shore in the wild attempt to beach her
before she sank. She had ceased float-

ing, however, with some suddenness,
and when the critical moment came
aot all of her people managed to scrape
off with their lives in the boats. Those
that got away found themselves in a

gale, and when they were picked up
could only give her whereabouts vaguely. However, they stated that the Grecian's mast trucks remained above the
water surface, and this fact was
brought out strongly by the auctioneer
who sold the wreck and bad due influence on the enterprising Alexander.
The salvage steamer wandered for
several days among an Intensely dangerous archipelagb and many times
over had narrow escapee from piling
up her bones on one or another of those
reefs with which the Red sea in that

vate store of food and water bottles

handy and saw that one of the quarter
boats was ready for hurried lowering.
But nowhere did they see those muct
talked about mast trucks.
They did
not sight 6o much as a scrap of float-

ing wreckage.

There seemed, however,
good many
dhow coasters dodging about in and
among the reefs, and from these Keta

tle presently drew a deduction.
"Look here," he said to Tazzuchi

"Bow do you think those crafty imp»
have managed itt" he criea.
to agree. Besides, you've got to check
my accounts and see I've left it all for
you shipshape. See you again before I
go away, and we'll have a drop of
whisky together to wish the Parakeet's new 'old man' a pile of luck."
•

·

·

·

·

·

·

At the edge of the harbor Aden baked under the sun. The sulvage steamer rolled at her anchor at the opposite
side of the harbor, and Kettle and two
portmanteaus were transshipped direct
In oue of the Parakeet's bouts.
He was received on board by an affable Italian, who Introduced himself
The man spoke
ts Captain Tazzuchi.
perfect English and was hospitality
personified. Tazzuchi put the best
room In the ship at his guest's dis-

and said that anything that
could act for his comfort should be
done forthwith.
"Y'kuow, captain," said Tazzuchi,
"this Is what you call a 'dago' ship,

posal

and we serve out country wine as a
regular ration. But I thought perhaps
you'd like your own home ways best,
and so I've ordered the ship's chandler
ashore to send off a case of Scotch,
and I sent also for some London picI know bow you English like
kles.

your pickles."
In fact, all that a man could do In
the way of outward attention Tazzuchi did, but somehow or other Captain Kettle got a suspicion of him

one

morning, "what prevents those gentry
«shore from having found the wreck
ilroady? 1 guess they aren't out here
hiking week end trippers for sixpenny

yachting cruises."
"No," said Taizuchi, "and they
not

are

tlsliing."

"Well, I give you the tip for what it's
worth," said Kettle, and that afternoon

the steamer was run up alongside a
dhow, which tried desperately to esHer captain was dragged on
cape.
board, and at tlfat Juncture Captain
Kettle took 1190η himself to go below.
He knew what would probably take
place, and, though he disapproved of
such methods strongly, he felt he could
not interfere.
But presently came a noise of bellowing from the deck above, and then
that was followed by ehrlll screams as
the upper gamut of agony was reached.
Kettle was prepared for rough han-

dling, but at information gained by ab-

solute torture he drew the line. It was
clear that these cruel beggkfs of Italians were going too far.
"By Jamee." he muttered to himself,
"owners or no owners, I can't stand
this!" And he started hurriedly to go
back to the deck. But before he reached the head of the compauionway the
cries of pain ceased, and so he stood
where he was on the stair and waited.
The engines rumbled, and the steamer
A clamor of
once more gathered way.
barbaric voices reached him which
gradually died Into quietude. It was
clear they were leaving the dhow be-

hind.

ground.

A boat was lowair pump already
stepped amidships, and the boat's crew
with eager hands assisted the diver to
bold of the
ered away

with

make bis toilet
"Your chaps seem keen enough," said
Kettle as he watched the trail of air
bubbles which showed the man's progress on tbe sea floor below.
"They Lave each got a stake in the
venture."

"I bet they have," was Kettle's grim
comment to himself.
The kidnaped skipper of the dhow, it
seemed, had done his pilotage with α
The salvage steamer
fine accuracy.
had been anchored in a good position,
and between them two divers in two
boats found the Grecian's wreck In half
an

hour.

came up to the air for a quarter of an hour's spell and made their
announcement, and then the coDDer helmets were clapped into place again, and
once more they faded away into the
depths. A gabble of excited Italians
kept pace to the turning of the air
pumps, and of that language Kettle
knew barely a score of words. Practically these people might have weaved
bis
any kind of η plot noisily and under
very nose without his being any the
wiser, and this possibility did little to

They

his suspicions.
But still TazzuchI was all outward
frankness. "It's as well we brought
out this little steamboat Just to skim

quell

\

led themselves in binding together
fragments of fire bars with iron wire.

The Italian shipmaster had a great notion of the damage bis signal guns
could do against a dhow If they were
provided with orthodox solid shot. As
soon as the second night came down
and the darkness became fairly fixed
In hue there began to crackle out of
the distance a desultory rifle Are from
every quarter of the compass. It was
not very heavy. At the outside there
were not a score of weapons firing, but

room

skylight and the

air pump In one of the boats alongside
with a plunger neatly cut Into two
pieces, but there was α spare air pump
In store, and after dawn came work
went on as usual. The dhows came no
nearer; neither did they go much farther away. Tazzuchi, full of enthusiasm for his artillery, tried a carefully
aimed shot at one of the largest, but
the explosion was quite outdone In
noise

by

the cackle of laughter which
So slow was the flight of

followed it.

the missile that the eye could trace It.
So short was Its Journey and so curved
Its trajectory that It came very near to
hitting one of the boats of the divers.
"Well," thought Kettle, "these are
pretty cool hands for dagos anyway.
I'm golug to have α line tough time of
it when my purt of the scutlie comes."
That night lie had a still further tuete

ci their quality. So soon as darkness
fell the dhows closed in again and recommenced their sniping. They kept
under way, aiul so it did little enough
good to aim back at the flashes. But
Tazzuchi and half α dozen keen spirits gut down into one of the boats with
their lilies und knives ami a drum of
paraffin anil pulled away silently lato

the blackness.
There was silence for quite half an
hour, and the suspense on the anchored
steamer was vivid enough to have
shaken trained men. Yet thue Italian
artificers and merchant seuinen seemed
to take It as coolly as though such sorties were an everyday occurrence. But

at the end of that time there was α
splutter of shots, α few faint squeals,
and then α bonfire lighted up awuy m
the darkness. The blaze grew rapidly
and showed in its heart the outline of a
dhow with human figures on it With
promptness every man on the steamer
emptied his rifle at the mark and continued the fusillade till the dhow was
deserted.
Tazzuchi and bla friends returned in
the boat safe and jubilant, and for the
rest of that night the little salvage
steamer was left In quietude. With the
next daybreak the divers and their attendants once more plied themselves to
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"Tin» pump will give air for two, and
I'm i-ouilug down with you."
"But you know nothing about dlv·
ng, and you may have an accident."
Tazzuchl lowered his voice. "To tell
the truth, I'm going to pay a surprise
visit. 1 want to make sure those chape
below are doing the square thing. If
they aren't, there'll be a row, and
they'll use their knivee."
"H'ui!" said Kettle. "I've got uo use
for your local weapon as a general
thing, but at a pinch like this I'll borrow a knife of you, and if it comes to
iny one cutting my air tube you'll find
( can use it pretty mischievously."
"I wish you wouldn't insist on this,"
laid Tazzuchl persuasively.
♦'I'm going to. anyway."
"I'm going down merely because if·
uy

duty."

"That's the very same reason that's
taking me, captain. I must ask you
Qot to make any more objections. I'm
a man that never changes hie mlad,
once It's made up."

Whereupon Tauuchl shrugged bis
ihoulders and gave way.
"Now," thought Kettle to himself,

"that man's made up his mind to kill
me if he gets a glimmer of a chance,
and, as I'm not going to get wiped out
this journey, he'll do with a lot of

watching."
Captain Owen Kettle's

nerve

and In-

domitable courage were never more severely tried than in this voluntary descent in the diving dress. The world
beneath the waters was strange and
dangerous to him; his companion was

against whom he held the blackest suspicion; the uii'n at the pump
(whose language he did not understand)
might at any moment cut off his air
supply and leave him to drown like a
puppy under a bucket. They hung the
weights over his chest and back, and
Tazzuchl signed to him to descend.
a man

Kettle hitched round tkr ulu-ath knife
to the front of his belt and signed, with
politeness, "After you."
Tazzuchl did not argue the matter.
He got on the ladder and climbed down
The
Kettle followed.
out of sight.

chill of the water crept up and closed
Ile reached the end of
over his head.
the ladder, slid down a rope, and when
he reached the bottom he sank up to
his knees In inpalpable mud. Ile could

foggily see Tazzuchl a few paces away
waiting for him, and he went up to
him at once. If the men in the boat,
acting on orders, cut his air tube, he
wanted to be In a position to cut
Captain Tazzuohl's also with promptness.

However, everything went peacefully
Just then. The Italian set off down a
track In the slime, and Kettle waded
laboriously after him. It was terrible
work making a passage througli that
white, glutinous ooze, but they came to
the wreck directly and. working round
her rusted flank, stood i>eslde a «reat
shallow pit, where two weird looking,
gray sea monsters showed in diui outline through the dense fog of the water.

The two newcomers stood for long
enough before the two workers observed them. But one chanced to look
up and see them watching and Jogged
the other with Ills spade, and then both

beckoned the visitors to
down into the pit. Tazzuchl led.
and Kettle followed, wallowing down
the slopes of slime, and there at the
bottom, in the dim, milky light, one
of the professional divers slipped a
shovel into his hand and thrust it

frantically

come

down till it

jarred against something

Kiwl.irfnot

It was clear they bad come upon the
gold boxe», and they wished to impress

upon the visitors. In underwater dumb
show of triumph, that the titul bad only
been made that very minute. Ponderously booted feet did a dance of ecstasy
In three feet of gluey mud, and meanwhile Kettle, with a hand on the haft
of bis knife, edged away from this un-

MOST COSTLY OF DRUG8.
tell mi Retell For Nor· Tfcu
Their Weight Is C.oUL

Iom

'The price of many drugs used in
medicine le aetonlshlng to tboee who
are not acquainted with the subject,"
remarked a druggist "There are several that are worth their weight la
gold (about $20 an ounce), while $2,

13

or

$5

an ounce are

quite

common

in pharmacy. I filled a prescription tho other day that cost $25. But
there is one drug that I can recall
which Is worth much more than It·
weight in gold. That is pseudo phyeostlgmlne. 1 don't think that it has α
popular name. It Is too rich for that
In the pharmacists' list it is quoted at
$1 a grain, or $437.50 an ounce. The
seed from which the drug is made
grows in India and Brazil, as well as
In parts of South Africa. This seed,

prices

trudltlou says,

was once

used by

na-

tive chiefs as an ordeal. The ordeal
generally resulted In the death of the
man upon whom it was tried and so
wus considered ns a great truth finder.
The prepared drug is sometimes used
now In prescriptions for tho treatment
of heart disease.
"Another drug which takes the palm
for costliness Is, curiously enough, the
one which Is perhaps the most widely
known by name of th*·" all to the general public—namel*., musk. Its retail
price at the present moment Is about
nn ounce, $»J00 a pound apothecary,
2Vj times the value of pure gold, 24

$50
or

It is obtained from the
carats, -fine.
musk deer, a very rare animal, and Is
contained in α follicle, of which there
is only one In each animal, so that an
ounce of the drug represents approxi-

mately

one

of these precious animals.

As It Is largely used for scent, the demand constantly exceeds the supply,
and the price has been steadily advancing. There is no reason why it

Bliould not go to $250 or $500 an ounce
during tho next few years, as the musk
deer Is gradually vanishing from tho
fnco of the earth."—Kansas City Journal.

BEWARE OF THE STRAP.
Pnanlhle Source of Infection to
Thoae Who Hide In Street Car·.
The connection between tho micro!»
and the street car strap has frequently
been discussed and at least one recent
Instance lias proved somewhat distressingly that danger is likely to lurk In the
piece of leather which helps to support
so many women during the rush hour·)
of the day. It was to protect α fresh
pair of white gloves that α New York
her
woman, compelled to stand, held
handkerchief Inside the strap while going to the theater. On her way home
she was again compelled to stand, and
once more the handkerchief came botween her glove and the leather.
Whether it was after that or during
the evening at the theater that she
once thoughtlessly put the handkerchief to her face Is α detail that she
A

does not recall, but two days afterward
α pain on her lip became so Intolerable
that she was compelled to see a doctor,
who found her suffering from incipient
blood poisoning, which It was already
too late for him to prevent The most
that be could do was to watch her carefully through a long attack of Illness,
which at one time threatened to end

fatally.
He attributed this to

some

poisonous

which had passed to her
handkerchief from the strap, and that
wus his diagnosis the moment he heard
the etory of tho ride on the cable car.
She fortunately recovered, and her physician thinks that the present disfigurement to her face which resulted from
the necessity of an operation will not
substance

be permanent. The case has convinced
this physician, who Is a man of considerable experience in surgery, of the
car
dangers that lurk In the street

labor. Kettle as he watched was amazthe wreck and survey her," he said. "If ed to see the energy they put into It.
strap.—New York Sun.
canny demonstration lest some one
they'd waited to fit out a big salvage Certainly they seemed keen enough to should slit his air tube before be could
expedition to raise her straight off, I get the specie weighed and on board.
prevent it.
reckon there wouldn't have been much
Starting « Fire.
Whatever the piratical plans they had
lie bad seen what be wanted; be had
left but iron plates and coal bunkers.
It Booms almost a wonder that the
The gold
made up were evidently for after- no reason to wait longer.
got
These Red sea niggers are pretty useful
when one realward.
boxes were there, and if they were not world Is not burnud up
at looting, once they start The begBut when day after day passed and brought to the surface and carried hon- izes what strange clrcumstnnees may
and
as
well
gars can dive pretty nearly
would have to cause u disastrous tire. In one case
of the treasure was brought to

long In their naked skins as their
betters can in a proper diving suit"
Each time the divers came up from
the opaque white water they brought

as

none

the surface he began

to

modify

this

to Suez the matter
l>e fought out above in God's open air
and not in tliat horrible, choking quagmire of slime and water. And so, still
guarding himself cannily, he got back
to the boat and almost had It In

estly

original opinion. Tazzuchi, translating
the divers' reports, said that the cause
of the delay was the softness of the
wheels
whistle,
more reports. Binnacles,
The heavy chests had sunk again
sea floor.
and all movable deck fittings were gone
into the ooze, and directly a spade* bim to shake hands with the men who
deep
already. The cbarthouse had been loot- fui of the horrible slime was dug away eased him of tliut intolerable helmet.
ed down to the bare boards. Hatches
Of course
mere slid in to fill the gap.
Now, far be it from me to raise even
were off both forward and aft, and althis might be true, but suspicion had a suspicion that Captain Owen Kettle
to
diminish.
had
the
begun
cargo
ready
so deep a hold on Captain Kettle's resented the fact that he btul been robThe black men of the district had been got
mind he began to cudgel his brain for bed of α scuffle when the little salvage
time.
their
of
making good use
steamer actually did bring up in Suez
some new method by which the ItalNews came from the cool, mysterious
He put harbor with the specie honestly locked
serve his purpose.
could
ians
water to the baking region of air above
he
himself suppositltiouely in Tazzuchi's In one of her staterooms. Itut tliat
almost at the second hour of the search
and made piratical theories by was violently angry he admits himself
that the Grecian could never be refloated. In addition to the holes already made in two of her compartments, she had settled on a sharp jag
of rock, which bad pierced her In a
third place, aft. This one piece of rock

place
the

score.

Most of them he had to dis-

miss after examination as Impracticable, but finally one stood out beyond all
the rest
For one thing, it did not want many
participants, only the actual divers
was the only solid spot in the neighborand Tazzuchi himself. For another, It
hood. All tbe rest of tbe sea floor was
would not brand the whole gang of
unforthe
in
this
and
white
clay,
pulpy
as criminals and pirates, but,
them
It
till
already
tunate wreck had settled
managed, would make them
properly
was flush with her lower decks. There
rich without any advertised stigma or
were evidences, too, that the ooze was
In simple words, the method
ι tain.
creeping higher every day, so that all
was this: The gold boxes must be rethat remained was to strip her as quickmoved from their original site and hidly as might be before she was swallowden elsewhere under the water close at
ed up.
The friendly slime would bury
hand.
Tazzuchl asked Captain Kettle for
them snugly out of sight The old rebis opinion that night while in the
of "un-get-at-able" would be ad"I'm to be guided by port
cbarthouse.
hered to, and finally the steamer would
idea
"but
he
of
said,
my
course,"
you,
further salvage operations as
Is that we should go for the specie first give up
and steam away to port.
hopeless
slide
till
else
thing and let everything
and hi* friends would
Tazzuchi
Ihere
that's snugly on board her»;. Birds
a small vessel of their own
sharter
gave £5,400 for the wreck, and there's
ind go back for the plunder.
£8,000 in cash down there in a room
Kettle felt all an unimaginative
tbe
over
for
It
built
specially
they
man's complacency In ferreting out
shaft tunnel. If w· can grab that It
inch a dramatic scheme and begun to
will pajt our expenses and commission
think next upon the somewhat Imand
and all the other actual outlay,
portant detail of how to get proofs beBirds will be out of the wood."
fore he commenced to frustrate It
"Ye3," thought Kettle; "you want
Chance seemed to make Tazzuchi play
those gold boxes in your hands, you
Into his band. The air pump which
to
then
and
blessed dago,
you'll begin
had been damaged by the rifle bullet
If
play your monkey tricks. I wonder

Captain Kettle drew a long breath.
They would stick at little, these dagosj
knife
In getting the salvage of the Grecian, you think you're going to Jam a
meeting.
to suppose Into me by way of making things snug
Perhaps It was because the civility and It seemed preposterous
that once they gripped the specie In and safe?"
was a little unexpected and even effuwould ever give
But alond he expressed agreement to
sive. Putting himself In the Italian's their own lingers they
had Captain TaxzuchTs plan. He felt that
which
for
the
have
It
not
pay
paltry
would
up
place, Kettle certainly
to been offered by Bird, Bird ft Co. Theii this was diplomacy, and, though the
gone out of his way to be pleasant
Still, the diplomatic art was new and strange to
own poverty was aching.
a foreigner who was sent practically
poverty of these Italians was no con- him, be told himself that it was the
to supersede him In command.
were paid servants
correct weapon to use under the clrBut perhaps a second letter which cern of his. They
and It was his duty, tc
cumstances. He had risen out of his
he had received had something to do of the owners,
H< 1 old grade of bole and comer
earned their hire.
with this hostile feeling. It was from see that they
It that he was one against th< ter. He was a captain in a regular line
the same hand which had written the took
whole
couched
ship's company, but the odds die now, and wild flights and scrimmages
was
it
but
firm'B formal letter,
daunt him. On the contrary, bli were beneath the dignity of hi* poeiIn quite a different vein. Isaac Bird not
old fighting spirit, whloh had been ol ! tion.
was evidently scared for his very combustled Into the background bj
Accordingly,as mod as dawn gave «
mercial existence, and he thrust out late
from the very first moment of their

And Lord knows how
"That's it.
many feet they've sunk. It's dreadful
stuff to dig among; slides in on you as
soon as you start to dig and levels up.
They'll have to brattice as they work.
It'll be a big job."
All that day Kettle watched the sea
with an anxious eye. Prom below the
mud came up in white billows, and out
beyond, in and among the reefs and
along the distant shore, swung and
shimmered in the beat haze hungry
dhows prowling like carrion birds temporarily driven away from a prey.
Tazzuchi and the chief engineer bus-

from the engine

the Parakeet's siren as the little

Bakino

get nervous.
"We're In for trouble, I'm afraid," he
said to Kettle. "That rock on which

it was annoying for all that, and as
the marksmen and their vessels were
completely swallowed up by the blackness of the night it was Impossible to
repay their compliments in kind.
Morning showed the damage of one
port window smashed, two panes gone

cheerful estimate for the future.
Murray tooted him cheerful farewells

en

waking light the boats put out .again,
and the divers were given orders to
put all their efforts into getting the
specie boxes on to the end of the salvage steamer's winch chain. A lot of
dhows were showing here and there
among the reefs, obviously wctching
them, and Tazzuchi was beginning to

untidy Italians were still all affability. •he's settled astern has made a bole In
Indeed, as soon as he appeared, Taz- her you could drive a cart through."
"Well?"
suchi himself stepped down off the
"Didn't you hear the report they've
upper bridge to give him the news.
"How do you think those crafty Just sung off from the boats? Ob, I
Imps have managed it?" be cried, with forgot; you don't understand Italian.
a gesture.
"Why, they dived down Well, the news Is that the rock's split
and cut off her masts below water a hole in the bottom of the strong room,
level. The funnel was out of sight al- and those gold boxes have toppled
ready. They Just thought they were through."
"And buried themselves in the slime?"
going to have the skimming of tbat

out and Overlook the salvage operations in person. But forthwith Alexander, still In his cups, gets to brawling and Is next discovered In hospital
with a broken thigh.
"I have found Alexander's department of the business very tangled,"
wrote Isaac, "and tbe thought of this
new complication drove me near craxy.
Salvage is out of our line. Alexander wreck themselves.
No wonder we
But
should never have touched it
couldn't pick her up."
there It is; money paid, and I've had to
"Cute beggars," said Kettle.
And engaging that Italian
borrow.
"I've beeged a pilot If be takes us
firm for the Job was the best thing I there straight, he gets backsheesh. I
What English firms
could manage.
think," said Captain Tazzuchi, with a
wanted was out of all reason. I don't wide smile, "that he'll take us there
for
wonder at Lloyd's selling wrecks
the quickest road."
anything they will fetch. A pittance
"Shouldn't wonder," said Kettle.
in cash le better than getting Into the "But don't be surprised if bis friends
hands of these sharks. And what guar- come round and make things ugly."
antee have I that the Arm will see even
"Let them come. We were ready for
the money outpald again, let alone rea- this sort of entertainment when we

quarter abounds. Tauuchl navigated
her in an ecstasy of nervousness, and
Kettle, who regarded himself as a passenger for the time being, kept a pri-

»

higher

h 1b arma to Kettle oo paper aa hie only
It seemed that Alexander
savior.
Bird, the younger brother, had been
running a little wild of late. The
wreck of the Grecian had been pnt op
Alexander strolled into
to auction.
the room by accident and bought at sn
He came and anexorbitant figure.
nounced his purchase to Isaac, declar-

Italian salvage boat eteamed out of
Aden harbor, and ensigns were dipped
with due formality. Tazzuchl was all The shovel JarreH against something solid
the Parakeet."
underfoot.
hospitality. He Invited Kettle to dam"They don't waste their typewriter age his palate with a black Italian broke over unseen reefs and swung
In the office. I suppose they thought "Virginia" cigar with a straw up the
round the capes of a rocky archipelago,
Pd hand on my letter if I saw fit. Itoad middle; he uncorked a bottle of tbe
and then the pilot gave bis word, and
through that," said Kettle and handed Scotch whisky and put it ready for refthe engines were stopped, and a rusty
This is how It ran:
across his news.
feel
should
erence when his guest
table roared out till an anchor had got

v
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bad been mended by the steamer's enor
gineers, and as there were two
three spare diving dresses on the ship
Captain 'VaunchJ expressed his intento
tion of making a descent in person
inspect the progress.
"I didn't do It before because 1
Ildn't want to make the men break
time. Will 70a come off in the boal
with me, captain, and band my lift
Jne?"

"I'll borrow one of those spare
aresses and share the pomp with yon,"

laid Kettle.
Tasrochl was visibly startled. "What
So yen mean?"

without

qualification.

He says he kicka bad Judge

ed himself for being such
of men.

The Parakeet was in there when they
arrived, rebunkering for the run home,
and Murray came off as fast as a crew
could drive bis boats to inquire the
news.

He accosted Tazzuehi with a vigorous
handshake and a "Hello, Flzz-hookey,

old man! How goes it? Who'd have
thought of seeing you here? Howdy,
Captain Kettle? Had good fishing?"
"I)o you know Captain Tazzuehi?"
"Somewhat.
Why, we were both

boys on the Conway together."
"You're making some mistake. Captain Tazzuehi Is an Italian."
"Oh, am I?" said Tazzuehi. "Not
much of the dago about me except the
name."

"Well, you never told me that be-

fore."
"Tou

asked me that I know of.
I- speak about enough of the lingo to
an
carry on duty with, and I serve on
Italian ship because I couldn't get u
never

of an insect set
tire. Some cotton waste
had been us»>d with mineral oil anil
then thrown away.
An unlucky insect crawled through
that oil saturated waste and came out
with soute of the oily fibers ad-

the

a

peaceful crawling

building

on

ugain
hering

Then It perambuto its body.
lated round the building, coming at
last to tbe «us Jet to moot its fate. The
cotton fibers, still adhering to its body,
caught tiro, and the unfortunate insect
dropped, blazing, to the tloor, setting
the place on tire.
Cotton waste was also partly responThis
sible for auothor curious fire.
time an electric spark did the mischief,

from α bolt to some conducting
substance near it and communicating
with the cotton.
The Railway and Engineering Review, borrowing from an English exchange, gives two Instances of fire
caused by water. In the first case a
flood caused the water to rise inside a
factory until It reached a pile of Iron
filings. When they came in contact
with the water, they oxidized so rapidbecame Intensely hot and
that

passing

they

ly

at last set fire to woodwork near them,
and the building was destroyed.
In the other case tbe water from tbe
engines during a fire found its way Into
a shed containing quicklime. The heat
caused by the slacking of the lime set

Are to the shed and this to other build·

log·.

Worklar oa HI· Prié·.
who was In the bablt of
▼Islting the various offices In a large
down town building at regular InterA

peddler

vals with a patent shoe polish waa
skipper's billet on anything else. But making his rounds one day, as usual,
Great
I'm ai English as either of you.
when an occupant of one of tbe room*
Scott! Captain Kettle, can't you tell a
■aid to him:
sure?"
for
dago yet
"Say, you've been coming here for
Murray laughed. "Well, come across about six
years. Twice a year I buy
I've
got
and discuss it in the Parakeet.
of
box
a
your polish and never any
on board to wet
case of champagne
my new ticket."
"Stay half a minute," said Tazzuehi;
"we'll just get those boxes of gold down
Into your boat, Murray, and ferry them
to
across. They're too big a temptation
leave haudy for the crew there Is on

a

board here."
"Phew!" said Kettle. "It's hot here
of the
in Suez! Great James! To think
this
way I've been sweating aboard
alame ship without a scrap of need of
It Here, hurry np with the lucre boxPares. I want to get across to the old
akeet and wash the tut· of a lot of
things out of my mouth."

Six weeks ago you sold me
one, and It will last me nearly five
months yet, and still you drop In regularly every week to ask me If I don't
want another box. You know I don't
What do you do It for?"
"I thought maybe you'd glt sort o'
'shamed o' usln so little shoe polish
after awhile and boy a box now an
then as a matter o' pride," answered
the peddler, taking tbe precaution to
edge toward the door aa he spoke.
But be sold that man another box of

ofteuer.

polish there and then.—Youth's Companion.

—

BUCKFIELD.
Thursday the mefcury was playing
about 100° in the shade.
Gardner) of
THE DOINQ8 OF THE WEEK IN ALL
Mrs. Hobart (Mollie
Chicago, is tiaiting old friends. Her
SECTIONS OF THE COUNTY.
parents, Carlton Gardner and wife, expect to spend the coming winter at her
PARIS HILL.
home.
Mrs. Jeanette Atwood and Mrs. Abby
Rm Bapttat Church, Bar. H. H. Bkhop,
Paator. Preaching every Sunday at 11 i. IL Cushman have visited Ο. M. Atwood at
8er
al
l)
Sabbath
M.
svenlng
Sunday School
Paris.
tIm at 7 :*> p. m. Prayer Meeting Thuraday
Mrs. R. B. Ellis, widow of the late
evening at 7 JO F. M.
Vnlveraallat Church : Rrv. J. C. Snow, D. D., Gideon Ellis of Canton, has lately visited
at
service
Sunday
every
Preaching
paator.
Mrs. Clarinda Hooper of Turner, Mrs.
11 a. m. Sunday School at 13 M.
V. P. DeCoster and Mrs. Gilbert Tilton
The Baptist Circle has decided to hold of Buckfield, and her cousin, James Baras
known
It will be
rows of East Sumner.
a fair this summer.
Miss Shirley Hall came home from her
Uncle Sam's Farm, and the date is
to school at Barre, Vt., Thursday.
not
is
date
This
14.
subject
Aug.
Miss Amy Shaw is to have an extended
change except for good and conclusive
Committees to have charge of vacation from teaching at Braintree,
reasons.
Mass.
the work have been appointed.
Chas. Withington and wife have been
Mrs. Ο. E. Curtis and son, who have
been visiting relatives in town for a few on a visit to Bridgton fi iends.
KenAlbert Austin of Deering has been in
weeks, returned to their home in
They town of late.
nebunk th· first of last week.
Can making has closed. 610,000 is the
were accompanied by Mrs. Ernest F.
Shaw, who will make a visit with them, output.
and on Saturday Mr. Shaw went to KenWednesday evening "Brass Buttons1'
was played at Nezinscott Hall by a comnebunk for a week's stay.
S. S. Rowe and wife of Boston have pany of ladies (firm name unknown).
recently visited his brother, Ν. M. The main thing was the receipts, about
Howe.
$&>. Nothing but home talent need apMiss Mills of Newark, N. J., arrived ply with reasonable expectation of payat Old Brick Friday for a visit of several ing expenses at this place.
weeks.
Friday, Cole and son of Paris, put on
M iss M'Cready of New York is a guest the carpet finish on the plastering at the
tiî \| i* Cuse's
library and Ai Holland is painting the
Miss Margaret Leal of Plainfield, N. same.
By virtue of their charter the corpoJ., is visiting her friends, Misses Mary
rators of the Buckfield and North Pond
and Adelaide Case.
Mr. and Mrs. C. K. Brooks and daugh- water works are organizing for business.
At a meeting called for the purpose of
ter are in Dixtield for a short visit.
During the shower of Friday afternoon organization, T. S. Bridgham was chosen
lightningetruck a maple tree at the edge president, C. H. Prince, treasurer, and
of the sidewalk in front of Mrs. York's Alfred Cole, clerk.
a
on Tremont Street. No damage except
NORTH BUCKFIELD
little to the tree.
Greene is on a visit to his
Eugene
of
Mass.,
Maxim
Ilolyoke,
Maynard
and daughter are visiting his parents, uncle, Willard Mason.
Mrs. C. Keene and her daughter, Mrs.
Mr. aud Mrs. O. A. Maxim.
Fred Heald, are on a visit at West
Mr. Case arrived on Saturday.
a Sumner.
Capt. Lyon came Friday night for
Mrs. Celia Dunham took an outing at
week's s ay at Lyonsden.
the 20th.
Dr. A. C. Hamlin of Bangor and E. R. Mer ymeeting Park,
Mrs. Mert Warren has been on a visit
Haley of Gardiner were here for two to her
parents in Turner the past week.
days last week. Dr. Hamlin will come
Geo. R. Hammond and son of Paris
again in about a fortnight, when he will
a few
finish the arrangement of the minerals have been at work for Carl Heald
days moving a building.
in Hamlin Memorial Hall.
Mrs. David Murch of the lower village
Among the arrivals at the Hubbard
House last week were C. E. Williams is visiting her aunt, Mrs. Ν. B. Emery,
this week. Mrs. Emery has two other
and wife of Auburn.
team nieces from Portland as guests.
The Streaked Mountain ball
Guy Turner, of Sumner, and his sister,
went to West Paris Saturday afternoon
The game Mrs. Charles Gibbs, of Livermore Falls,
to play a team at that place.
at S. D. Swallow's the 2Cth.
were
was deferred till after the shower, for
R. N. Stetson, wife and daughter, were
obvious reasons. Score 20 to 0 in favor
at B. F. Ileald's the 23d.
of Streaked Mountains.
Elva Heald and Josie Monk were at R.
Cyrus L. Doe of Cambridge, Mass., N. Stetson's last week.
spent Sunday at B. S. Doe's.
Dr. an<I Mrs. A. S. Thayer of Portland
HEBRON.
were at O. A. Thayer's Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. H. M. Cushman of AuRecent arrivals at James L. Chase's
burn spent Sunday at II. A. Cushman's.
are Miss Gertrude Pereda, Ocallo, Fla. ;
Mrs. Dr. Douham has been in Auburn
Mrs. Annie McGrath, Florida; Miss
a few days.
Miss
J.
I.
Mrs.
Libby,
Whitney, Boston;
Prof. J. F. Moody, and J. F., Jr., are
Sarah Doten, Portland.
at home for a vacation.
The week's arrivals at The Beeches
Miss Grace Bumpus is visiting friends
are Mrs. J. Westengard, nurse and child,
in New Gloucester this week.
Mrs. Carrie Fogler and Miss Gertrude
Mrs. Cordelia Everett has gone to lier
Fogler, Mr. Severedge, Miss Lucy Bur- cottage at Old Orchard for the summer.
gess. Boston, Mrs. E. Johnson, and Miss
Mrs. C. E. Harden is at home to the
Johnson, Owatonna, Wis., Miss Pratt, Birds' Nest
again.
Boston.
Miss Daisy Cushman closed lier school
Mrs. II. P. Hammond, Faustena and
in the academy district
the
baby Roy spent Sunday at her father's, 22d. The exercises were Saturday,
very pleasing
J. Hooper Jackson's.
and the children had a happy day.
Mrs. William II. At wood and Mrs.
Ε. M. Glover lias a fine new wagon for
of Bucktield were
Abbie Cushman
the mail route. Next Monday will see
M.
Atand'Mrs.
of
Mr.
George
guests
him once more our mail carrier.
wood last week.
Miss Etta Sturtevant is at home front
Auburn.
LOVELL.
Mrs. II. L. Whitney got home from a
Clifford Eastman of North Waterford
few days' trip to Boston Tuesday. Mr.
lias bought a number of good horses in
Whitney is now at their summer home.
this town recently.
Mrs. A. D. Bartlett is very comfortable.
Mrs. J. H. Walker has returned from
a visit to Portland.
DENMARK.
J. II. Walker and C. K. Chapman were
Mr. Norman Davis, son of Mr. S. G.
in Portland Saturday.
Davis, Washington, D. C., is spending a
Quite a number of boarders have come short vacation
here.
to Fairview.
Mr. Walter Berry will take possession
The poles for the telephone line are
of the stage route from East Denmark
drawn for the most of the distance from
to Browntield July 1, and has purchased
Fryeburg to Lovell Centre.
a
pair of gray horses of Mr. Henry
One day the past week, Mrs. Ο. E.
Smith to drive on the route.
Andrews saw two bull moose lighting
Mrs. N. C. Burnham and daughter
near the house.
She took her camera
have returned to their home in Portland
and walked up until she got a good view
after a two weeks' vacation here with
and took an excellent picture. She was
Mr. and Mrs. A. W. Belcher.
so near to them that as one was pushing
Mr. Ed Whales has gone to Medford,
the other down hill they came near runMass., to work on an ice wagon.
ning over her; seeing her they retreated
The ladies of Silver Rebekah Lodge,
to the edge of the woods, where they
No. 1'.», held a strawberry festival and
renewed the fight. There was a cow
ball in Odd Fellows Hall Wednesday
moose, but she does not shfrw in the
which was a success in every
picture. This was near the spot where evening,
feature.
M rs. Andrews got the picture a short
time ago of two moose.
PERU.
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AT WOOD A FORBB8,
Uun u«l
tiwomn

Pr«prM*n.

M. Atwood.

a.

B. foun.

Iuuii
·1 Μ a year If p*M strictly le ulnnoe.
Otherwise $4.00 a jear. Single copie· 4 cent·.
AVTUTiiMUT*:— AU legal advertisement*
are dTw three consecutive laaerUon· for tlJO
per lacta In length of column. Special contract·
mad· with local, transient and yearly ad vertl»
ara.

JoaPwmao:—Sew type, faat pre··»», steam
power, experienced workmen and low price·
combine to make Uda department of our business complete and popular.
II5UL£ COPIEE.

Single Copie· of the Democrat are four oento
each. They will be mailed on receipt of price by
the publishers or for the convenience of patron·
jingle copie· of each Issue have been placed on
•ale at the following place· In the County :
Parlln's Drug Store.
South Part·,
Shurtkff's Drug Store.
Noyea* Drug Store.
Norway,
Stone'· Drug Store, t ± t
Alfred Cole, Postmarter.
Buckileld,
A. F. Lewi·, Insurance OiMce.
Frveburg,
Mrs. Harlow. Poet Offlce.
Pari· Η1Π,
Samuel T. White.
Weet Part·,

Oxford
and

I

County Court Directory |
County Officers for
1901-2.

Judicial Court.

Supreme

Τtons fcr 1901.

Se too· 1
Serund
Second
Second

Tuesday of February.
Tuesday of October.
Terms far 1902.
Tuesday of March.
Tuesday of October.

Probate Court.
At Soath Paria,"
Thlnl

Tuesday of each month except August.
At

Ft)at

Tuesdays

Frysberg.

of June and December.

At Rumford Falls.
Secoud Tuesday of February, second Tuesday
of Mav, third Tuesday of August, second Tues·
day of November.

Court of

I

|

County Commissioners.
At South Pari·.

Regular sessions .-—Second Tuesdav of May.
First Tuesday of September.
Last Tuesday of
December.

County Commissioners.

John M. Phllbrook,
Jonathan Bartlett,
Κλικ lull L. Taylor,

Chairman,

County

Bethel.
Fast Stonebani.
Mexico

Officers.

Charles F. Whitman, South Parte,CPk of rouets.
Kllery C. I'ark, Bethel,
County Attorney
J. Martin*» Bean, South Paris, Register of Deeds.

|

Kckley Ballard, Fryeburg,
Kegtster of Deeds, (Western District.)
Addison K. Herrlck. Be'bel. Judge of Probate.
Albert D. Park, South Parts, Register of "robate.
Oeorg* M. Atwood, South Paris. County Trea·».
James K. Tucker, South Paris, Sheriff and Jailer.

Deputy Sheriffs.

Hem y Ε. Hammond,
Jauie· L. Parker,
Thaddcus Cross,
Albeit P. Bassett,
Cyrus M. Wonnell,
Ceorg· G. Shirley,
Edgar L. Flint.
James W. Chapman,
Walter C. Bassett,
Don A. Uates,
RoneHo A. Barrows,
A. F Warren,
Harria L. Elliott,
John P. Davis,
Milton l'enley,
Kred A. Porter,
Addison E. Holt,

Crier,

Parts.

Norway.
Norway.

Norwav.
Bethel

Fryeburg.

Kast Hiram.
Porter.
Lovell
Dlxtteld.
Canton.
BuckHeld.
Rumford Falls.

Bridgton

Bethel.

Rumford Falls.

Waterford.
Bryant's Pond.

Wellington Bird,

COMING EVENTS.

t

July 4.—Hor*e races and base ball tournament,
county fair irrounds.
July 10, 11.—Lewlston District Fpworth I.eague
convention, Norwav.
Julv 1β-ΐ).—F'rveburg S* bool of Methods, Fryebnrg-on thc Saco.
July 31-Aug. 12 FrveburgSchool of Theology
and the Church, Fryeburg-ou-the-^aco.
Aug. «.—Oxford Pomona Grange, Wert Mlnot.
Aug. 10-17.—Old Home week.
Aug. l'j-24.—Maine Chautauqua Union, Frye—

"iiunr-on-thc-Saro.

Aug. 41-31.—Sunday School Institute anil Bible
School, Fryeburg-on the-Saco.
NEW

ADVKKTIHKM Ε NTS

Bauer's LaxyneQuinine Tablets.
Notice of Appointaient.
Marne·*·»' Harness' Harness'

Cow-Otl»Kae.

July

New 4th of
t»oo<le.
<>ur store will De open all day Thursday,
4th.
Men's "Flxtn's."
Haying Tools.
New, Krewh Stock of Fire Crackers, Etc.
Notice.
& Bankruptcy Notices.
Cook Wanted.
Notice— Eastern Telephone Co.
2 Public Notices.
Anuual meeting.

July

JOHN'S LETTER.
HOW HE DODGED AN ELECTRIC
—ABO I'Τ CAPITAL

SHOCK.

Pl'NISHMEN'T.

When Mrs. Burgess hat! concluded her
address she invited her hearers to shake
hands with her, declaring she had a
hand that would give them an electric
shock. As the night was dark and the
way was long, we didn't dare to chance
it lest we should wander.
We got into
the ditch as it was—temperance meetWe don't know about her
ing, too.
hand, but there is electricity in her
tongue, beyond all question, as a cloud
of witnesses can testify.
We cannot
recall a speech from male or female that
gave us so much genuine satisfaction.
Her picture of the Jericho Road and the
transactions thereon was presented in a
clear light and in an effective manner,
as were all her pictures and illustrations.
It was a red-letter day at our grange
District Deputy
Saturday, the 22d.
Stetson was there to inspect the work,
and he expressed satisfaction at the appearance and the work in the warmest
A few members from the new
terms.
grange that has been started here were
down, and they looked as though they
might be interested in the proceedings,
We
and that is the way they talked it.
wish that Bucktield might have a large
and thriving grange, and there is no reason under the sun why it may not have.
We have a suspicion that Bucktield
doesn't always know a good thing when
she sees it. and if sh£ keeps her eyes
shut it will be extremely difficult for
her to see it. Well, we "shall see what
A start has been made
we shall see."
It should
with twenty-five members.
be an even hundred before snow dies.
One of the questions discussed at our
last meeting was the question of capital
punishment. Say, has this law of God
been repealed? "Whoso sheddeth man's
blood, by man shall his blood be shed."
If it has been repealed a state that executes a murderer is itself a murderer.
Isn't that straight goods? I believe it is
in force to-day, for the Almighty doesn't
change His laws quite as often as our
law-makers, once in two years. If it was
a righteous law 4,000 years ago, what is
That law was
the matter with it now?
enacted and enforced for the protection
not
the society
of society no doubt. Has
of these days the same need of protection?
Yes, I know, but the fact is, they
don't stay shut up.
They are turned
loose, too often, to repeat the perform-

|

|

Clarence Robinson is at home from
NEWRV.
Hebron to spend his vacation and to help
Mr. anil Mrs. J. S. Allen were called
bis father on his farm.
to South Paris last week to pay the last
Alfred Hall and his sisters, Marion
tribute of respect to a dear and beloved
and Alice, are at home from Turner to
aunt, Mrs. J. M. Hannaford, whose sud·
their vacation.
den death has tilled all our hearts with spend
P. G. Barrett and wife went on the
grief.
excursion to Livermore Falls on the 20th
Mr. and Mrs. Small went to Stonehani
to the Rebekahs.
last Sabbath to attend the funeral of his
Hattie Gatchell and her sister, Edna
mother, who suffered a stroke of paralyRolls, went to Livermore on the 22d to
sis and survived but a few days.
the field day of Canton Grange.
Mrs. Eglena Hammons, of Anoka,
Green Hodsdon has bought widow
Minn., has returned to her mother's
Roberts' farm.
home with her daughter Marjorie. Her
Joe Casey is at work for L. E. Irish
husband died last September and it is
corn.
expected that she will make her home in hoeing
Maine.
EAST HEBRON.
Uncle Jonathan Bennett, the oldest
We have not had much rain from the
man in town, is rapidly failing.
clouds that gave a prospect of very
Mrs. Congdon still remains an invalid.
heavy showers.
It is hoped she will soon be better.
Apples are falling from the trees.
Mrs. Augustine Powers, who has been Some orchards have but a
very few left
ill for several months, is able to ride out. on the trees.
There was a slight frost a week ago,
The warm days have given vegetation
but no serious damage was reported.
a tine boom the past two weeks.
Crops are looking finely.
O. O. Roberts is expected from Auburn to assist his father in haying. A.
EAST BROWNFIELD.
G. Roberts can get around but very litThe selectmen have made arrange- tle and cannot labor.
ments to have all the guide boards in
Mrs. B. F. Holmes visited her father,
and C. F. McKenney, last week, from her
town put in first class condition
some new ones put up.
home in North Auburn.
Miss Maria Mansfield has sold an unField strawberries are very large and
divided fourth part, it being her interest abundant.
in the farm of the late Win. Mansfield, to
Jane M. Allen is having a turn with
G. G. Mansfield for $400.
neuralgia in her arms and stomach and
James K. Hill has purchased of the is quite feeble of late.
heirs of the late Wm. Ordway an undividL. R. Hodsdon, Fred Packard and
ed two-fifths for $150.
Willie Packard went to Four Ponds on a
Mrs. Devereaux and daughter, Messrs. fishing tour on Friday and returned
Wm. Keardon and Chas. Finnigan of Monday af or noon; cannot report the
Boston are at the HI il farm for the sum- number of fish caught by them.
mer.
Potatoes of early varieties are in
bloow but the prospect is not very fair
for many for the fourth; last year we
EAST BETHEL.
had tine ones from the garden June 22d.
Miss Elsie Bartlett from Lowell, Mass.,
Our blacksmith, L. R. Hodsdon, is
is at home on a short vacation.
with all the work he can perMr. E. Billingsworth, who has been kept busy
form; when away hie son Frank runs
«pending a two weeks' vacation with Mr. the work as that
is his trade.
has returned to
ind Mrs. M. E.
Bartlett,

Waltham, Mass.
Mrs. I. I. Young is entertaining relatives from Danvers, Mass.
Miss Lillian Kimball closed the school
last Friday. Forty-one
in this place
scholars w*-re registered, but owing to
prevailing
mumps ami chicken pox
the average
thoroughout the term,
dumber in attendance were not as many.

LOCKE'S MILLS.
Mrs. Annie F. Emery and Mrs. W. H.
Farnham drove to Kumford Falls Thurslay. They took tea with Mrs. W. F.
'lark and rode home in the evening.
Archie Cole of Albany stopped at W.
EI. Farnham's Tuesday night.
Harry B. Farnham rode his wheel to
S'orth Kumford Tuesday afternoon.
Mrs. Annie Emery was papering for
tfrs. S. S. Felt Friday.
Geo. Marshall of West Paris has been
working on his cottage on South Pond
;he past week.
ance may be.
Mr. and Mrs. Daniel Cummings are at
However, we don't believe in capital >ne of their tenements in the village, dopunishment just the same, except by ng repairs on their rents. Mrs. Cum
When a particularly horrible nings' son, Chas. Bean of Iowa, is visitspurts.
murder has been committed we say: j ng his mother. He has not been east
Send him 1 >efore for twenty years.
Hang him high as Haman!
direct into the immediate presence of
Him who suffered a monstrosity with a
EAST SUMNER.
murderer's head on his neck to enter
Some of the hottest days on record
into existence.
He will know so much ] ast week.
better than we how to manage him. But
A few have begun haying and report a
when a nice, clean, ti rot-class murderer
;ood crop.
has been thrown on the screen—why,
The wife of Rev. P. E. Miller and her
bottle him, put in the cork, let him slip
lister. Miss Alma Pinkham, formerly of
out of life in the usual way, and may the
j Sast Sumner, but now of Cumberland
Lord have mercy on his soul.
John.
, Jenter, have been
calling upon old
riends in the place. Mr. Miller ia exThe body of Mrs. Nellie M. Allen of ] acted later.
We hear that a poet office is to be
Lew is ton who disappeared March 23d,
«tablished on Sumner Hill with Chas.
was found Saturday, June 22d, in the Androscoggin River about a mile below the I. Sewall as postmaster. This will make
Ive post offices in town and the end is
south bridge, by a young French Canadian
named Joseph Gilbert. Under the corset tot yet. Old Sumner for a back counwas a leather pouch containing |2tS9 in
ry town will be in touch with the oufcide world as regards poet offices and
billa.
There have been theories of suiIt has also five
cide and foul play in connection with elephone service.
hurchee with regular supply in four
the case.
The coroner's jury decided
if them. Oh, we shall get there by-andthat they did not know whether the

drowning

was

accidentel

or

not

J.

WEST BUCKFIELD.
J. K. P. Simpson returned to

Saturday.

Redding

Frank Warren and Mabury Mayhew
of North Bucktield are shingliug Harry
Buck's barn.
David Bonney of Norway and R. C.
Lowe are at work for Shirley Bonney.
Mrs. Mitchell and Mrs. Wilder from
Chase's Mills were at Shirley Bonney's

Friday.

BETHEL.

WEST BETHEL
Oh, tor a Wild, Weird narrative

Wesley Κ. Woodbury, Esq., and wife,

Arrived as guests at J. U. Purlnpton's begun to cut their hay.
C. N. Child, who went to South Union
last Monday, and returned to their home
not long ago, has been here and taken
in Pottsville Monday, July 1.
Tuesday the W. C. T. U. held fta reg- away the material to enable him to go
ular meeting, and the delegates reported to housekeeping, and reporte that he has
a fine job"and good pay.
the county convention.
Mrs. Lottie Childs Is at home from
Mrs. James S. Wright of South Paris
spent several days the past week with Roxbury for a short time.
E. R. Berry and wife of Roxbury have
her cousin, Mrs. Purington.
Rev. Mr. Varley, Misses E. Burnham, been visiting relatives in this place and
Mabelle Rand, Angie Chapman, Winona vicinity for a few days.
Jacob P. Curtis, who a few weeks ago
Bartlett and Mr. and Mrs. E. C. Bowler
attended the East Oxford Local Union at went to the Maine General Hospital for
a surgical operation, has returned and is
Andover.
A very pretty church wedding took at the home of his daughter, Mrs. H. R.
place at the Congregational church Tuell.
Mr. H. H. Bates has returned to busiThursday evening when Miss Alice
Purington, daughter of J. U. Purington ness at New Haven, G't, and Mr. L. C.
and granddaughter of the late Judge Bates has returned here.
Ε. H. Brown and son, C. L. Brown,
Woodbury, was united in marriage with
Mr. John Voorhis Holt of Andover, were at home from Rumford Falls on
Mass. The ceremony was performed by Saturday last, and returned Monday
Rev. Webster Woodbury, uncle of the morning. Mr. Brown reports that the
bride, assisted by the pastor, Rev. accommodations are good, and the job
After the beautiful, with Mr. Willis is a pleasant one.
Arthur Varley.
Miss Jennie M. Brown is at "The
impressive ceremony a reception was
a
given at the residence of the bride's Beeches," near Paris Hill, caring for
The numerous and valuable little child belonging to one of the
parents.
presents testified to the esteem in which patients.
F. A. Young and wife have been visitthe bride and groom are held by their
The couple left on the ing their children at Bethel.
many friends.
Mr. John Ricker, of Somerville, Mass.,
11 o'clock train for a short trip through
the mountains. Mr. Holt is with the old is visiting his brother, Mr. A. J. Rickcr,
&
of
this village.
Higginbanking firm of Boston, Lee
Geo. F. Farnum, who lias for some
eon, but they will reside at Andover,
where they will be at home to their years worked for the Paris Manufacturfriends Sept. 1st
ing Co. and lived in his house here, has
Mr. Howard Wiley is spending his va- on account of better facilities for schools,
cation with his parents, Mr. and Mrs. and the trouble and expense of traveling,
moved his family to South Paris.
G. R. Wiley.
Mrs. W. F. Can· has beon to Yarmouth
Friday a severe thunder shower passed
over Bethel in the afternoon, and quite to visit her husband and look for a
a number of people wore much affected suitable rent.
At the
in different parts of the village.
SOUTH WOODSTOCK.
Bethel House two gentlemen received
This is the hottest day for the sumWart-en
Mrs.
and
quite a shock. Mr.
mer thus far, Thursday, June 27.
Emery were knocked down, also Mr.
We are having strawberries with
Will Bryant. At the butter factory two
cream
and sugar nearly every
sweet
men received a severe shock, and a telewith warm biscuit and butter—
was struck, me.il
the
near
depot
phone pole
for the king, or the queen
and the lawn of Miss Curtis' residence good enough
At the corn shop the either.
was torn up.
F. R. Andrews has hie new stable
workmen were more or less affected.
Mrs. Samuel Hawley came from Me- nearly completed.
I. W. Andrews had another of his bad
chanic Falls to be present at the Holtspells a few days ago, but is better now.
Purington wedding.
West Paris
from
Rev. Mr. Rich
Rev. Judson Shaw delivered a fine adat the M. E. church every
dress in the interest of the Young Citi- preaches
Tuesday evening.
zens' Loyal League.
Hiram Bacon and Alton Day are runThe residence of Mr. and Mrs. 6. R.
the Gaius Swan farm this summer,
Wiley was the scene of a very pretty ning hired it this
year.
home wedding at high noon Saturday, having
Orsamus Nute and daughters have
when their daughter Bertha was united
moved into the Eldron Russell house.
in marriage with Dr. Norman Gehring
The young couple
of Cleveland, Ohio.
BRYANT POND.
were the recipients of numerous costly
Mrs. Caleb Besse, an old resident of
Friends from Cleveland at- this
presents.
The
town, died Friday, June 21.
tended the wedding, and the immediate funeral services were
held at her homo
friends and relatives of both bride and the
following Sunday. The Rev. Mr.
groom were present. The young couple Brown
spoke appropriate words for the
have the best wishes of a host of friends.
occasion, and Mrs. Brown furnished
singing. Mrs. Besse has been suffering
FRYEBURG.
from an incurable disease for a good
Mr. Herbert Abbott of New York
two
sons,
many years. She leaves
spent Sunday with his brother, Rev. E.' Arthur and Albert, who were both presH. Abbott.
ent at the funeral. Charles Godwin of
Miss Fanny Tibbetts has returned
Waterford. and Mr. and Mrs. Sherman
from her visit in Vermont.
Ordway of South Paris were relatives of
The village schools closed last week
the deceased and attended the funeral.
Friday, the 21st.
Also Mr. and Mrs. Moses Drew of
Mrs. Charlotte Powers has come homo
Sumner were present. The interment
from Portland.
was at North Woodstock.
Telephone poles are being carried to
Miss Lizzie Stevens is at home on her
extend the line to Lovell.
vacation.
Our education»! corps are returning.
Ilans Muller of South Waterford has
Miss Florence'Wiley from her school in
been visiting at J. L. Bowkcr's for the
Arlington, Mass.; Miss Louise Abbott past week.
Lena
from Wellesley College; Miss
Rev. W. W. Hooper of Woodfords held
Howe has graduated from Miss Pago's
services at the Universalist church last
Normal Kindergarten at Danvers, Mass.;
to the rain the congreMiss Martha Abbott lias been teaching Sunday. Owing
was small.
gation
Katherand
Miss
at
Bath,
Kiudergarten
Mrs. Ansel Dudley returned home
ine Abbott h;is completed her three
Her
from Portland on
Thursday.
years' course at the Boston Normal Art daughter is not able to be moved home
School; Thomas Ward has graduated at at
present, but is doing well.
the University of Maine electrical course
Miss Pearle Bowker is taking a vacaand is assisting in Rising the electric
tion of three weeks from the post office.
wires in the street.
The Bap'ist society are endeavoring
Mrs. T. L. Eastman and Enoch have
to collect by subscription a* sufficient
been spending a week at Old Orchard.
amount to enable them to hire Rev. Mr.
"Ned" Pago is to be at Cliff Cottage,
Brown and wife to hold services every
the
season.
Cape Elizabeth, duriug
for the ensuing year. The comMr. Dean Andrews of Danvers, Mass., Sunday
mittee reports favorably so far.
was in town last week en route to
Mrs. Mont Chase ind son Teddy have
Sweden for the summer.
been visiting her people in Turner for a
Miss Anna Barrows spent Thursday
few days.
at her father's, leaving at 6 A. m. Friday
Summer boarders do not arrive very
to attend the W. L. U. field day at the
there being the smallest
Ottawa, returning to Boston at night. plenttfully,
number here at present there has been at
She leaves next week for Chautauqua,
this time for a number of years.
Ν. Y., taking in the Household Economic
Conference at Lake Placid in the AdironHIRAM.
dacke.
On Sunday morning the lightning
The Congregational Circle supper at
Cassius Pike's was largely attended, the struck the barn of Charles F. Howard,
"good cheer" attracting many of the shattering one corner post, and doing
other slight damage.
husbands and sons.
Mrs. Mary F. Rankin and family have
Miss H. C. Osgood is to leavo on Saturday for Hallowell where she will sub- returned from Gorham and will occupy
their
house at East Hiram.
stitute as matron in the Industrial
Tho thermometer of June 26 and 27
School during the matron's vacation.
Mrs. Leah Chase will return to Boston indicated 100 in the shade.
Mr. Walter B. Twitchell and Mr.
on Saturday.
Jerry Kisman and family have moved Arthur W. Sadler have returned from
the Buffalo exposition. Mr. Twitchell
to his relatives, "out West."
Mrs. Cragin and son of Farmington also visited Niagara Falls and visited hie
sister, Mrs. Jennie Lane, in Philadelphia.
have visited at Mrs. Lydia Locke's.
Messrs. Ε. M. Noble, W. W. Flye, HarSeveral Portland families are to bo at
ry Kimball, Geo. W. Babb, Fulton Babb,
the Oxford during the season.
The "torrid term" of tho past days is and Ellsworth Dunham are working for
being broken (Friday afternoon) by a Eli C. Wadsworth on cottagee at Mounthas ain View Farm.
welcome shower. The moreury
Mr. and Mrs. Eli Clemons have gone
risen to 97 degrees on tested thermometers while others have shown more than to visit their daughter and her husband,
Prof. Ε. K. Welch. Northwood Academy,
100.
Ν. H.

To make oar blood ran oold ;
And oh for a nice, cool million
Of dollar·, all In fold.
And oh for a cow tost will fire lee-cream,
And oh for a dlah and spoon.
And oh for the time when the frost collect·
On the whiskers of the moon.
Oh for an Ice-box oold and deep
Wherein to crawl and hide;
And oh for a glacier high and k»g
On which to take a ride.
And oh for the sound of the skMers' shoes
As they ring In merry rhyme,
And for an loeman who
Will sell us Ice on time.
—Chicago Γ oat.

The day we celebrate comes thie week.
The days are growing shorter and hotter.
Frank Barrows has been spending a
few days with his aunt, Mrs. Vienna
Holt.
A number of men and teams are employed here in getting out piling, mostly
hard pine.
Charles Burgess, Elmer Briggs and
Fred Murphy camped Monday night in
v
the woods of Mason.
Orin Kimball and foully, formerly of
Norway village, moved back to that
place on Tuesday last.
Charles A. Dunham is learning the
trade of a blacksmith, and has taken his
first lessons of a cousin in Bolster's Mills.
Miss Lottie Mason, who, for nearly a
school in
year, has been attending
Framingham, Mass., came home last
week.
The oldest daughter of Mrs. G. D.
Morrill had one leg fractured last week
by falling under a loaded team on which
she had been riding.
Joseph H. Briggs, who recently moved from Albany to Gilead, celebrated his
seventy-seventh birthday by visiting his
nephew, Edwin R. Briggs.
GREENWOOD.
lias sent us several late
It is a 12copies of the Commoner.
page paper, printed in pamphlet form,
about the size of the Christian Herald,
and edited by W. J. Bryan, Lincoln,
Nebraska. It is well spiced with poetry,
and, apart from its political features, it
is well-filled with interesting and valuable matter.
Thanks, ^Ir. Somebody,
we will read as many of those papers as
will
send
along, but can't promise
you
to be made over into a 10 to 1 man. But
then, almost anything is possible, nowadays, and we are not like the man who
said he stood open to conviction at all
times, but he would be d—- if any living man could convict him.
And now the reporte come that the
potato bugs were never half so numerous at this time of the year, eating the
potato leaf as soon as it is out of
on the
the ground, laying their
leaves of grass or little sticks, if near
by, and one man says he picked a handful the other day from the potatoes and
oft the ground without moving out of
his tracks. Whether the man who told
himself under
the story, considered
oath, while relating it, is somewhat
Some

one

doubtful.
The

striped squash bug

bug have not yet put in

an

and kissing
appearance,

the humbug is continually
with us, not absenting itself even during
the winter season.
The place where Reuben Whitman got
his hand-car smashed on the G. T. R.
recently was within a few rods of the
place where William Day and ourself
lost ours in a similar manner away back
in the sixties. No one harmed in either
accident.
Mrs. Frank Bennett has not yet returned to the hospital for the reason
that she is too feeble to admit of it.
Mr. and Mrs. Roscoe Swan's boy baby
arrived at Bryant's Pond on the summer
solstice, June 21, the longest day in the
year. Congratulations are in order.
Glad to hear that Capt. Lewis Bisbee
of BuckiTcld is still this side of the
river, and enjoying so good health in his
old age. Hope he will be here to celebrate his 100th birthday; perhaps more
so from the fact that there is kindred
blood coursing through our veins.

although

Th» BftH and the RI(lw«raM.
One night when the Earl of Stanhope
was walking alone In tbe Kentish lanes
lereled
a man Jumped out of tbe hedge,
a pistol and demanded his purse.
"My good man, 1 have no money with
me," Bald Lord Stanhope In his remark-

WEST PARIS.

Catching weather for those who have

ΟΥ HON.

Tiiylor of Roxbury was in town
Tuesday, looking for help to peel poplar.
I)r. S. Taylor and daughter and A. S.
Young and wife were at the A. C. conJ. C.

ference at Rumford last week and over

Sunday.

At this writing parties are moving the
8-ton boiler and engine from the siding
at Hop City to the mill on the A. R.
Merrill place, West Byron.
J. S. Mitchell of West Byron died at
his home on Saturday, the 22d inst.
We learn that Clarence Young and
Gervais Hodsdon have bought a farm in
Peru, and are soon to take possession of
it.
We learn that L. A. Thomas of Roxbury has hired Harry Bancroft's pasture.
M. S. Whitney is thinking of selling
his farm to Geo. Bissone and Thomas
Gilbert.
A. S. Young is shipping potatoes to
the lake.
Dr. S. Taylor lost the hand piece to
his dental engine on the road from
Farmer's Hill, Roxbury Notch, Frye
It
station, Hop City to BucklHeld Hill.
is a small, nickel-platcd, ewivel arrangement to carry small burrs to excavate
teeth.
Any one finding the same will
do him a favor by leaving it at Albert
Bobbins', Frye station.
J. £. Shaw has bought a new Buckeye
mowing machine.

Henry Hyde Smith of Boston and
Hyde Park, Mass., a former principal uf

WEST FRYEBURG.
Dean Andrews and Miss Mary Webber the academy here, has been asked by
visited his brother, Henry Andrews, last Col. E. C. Stevens, Superintendent of
week on their way to Sweden, where State Public Buildings at Augusta, to
contribute a painting of his father-inthey always spend their summers.
B. Walker McKeen lost a valuable law, the late Gov. John Winchester
Dana of this town, to the collection of
cow recently.
Fred Meserve and wife spent a few paintings at the State House which Col.
Stevens, in behalf of the state, is making
days in Jackfon last week.
Theechools closed Friday, June 21, of men who have been notable in Maine's
after very successful terms. Miss Day history. To the collection which Col.
a painting of Gov.
presented each of her scholars with very Stevens is making
Ënoch Lincoln, who resided here four or
pretty souvenirs of the school.
The S. L. C. met with Mrs. Rhoda five years previous to 1817, when he reWiley June 25. The usual program was moved to Paris Hill, was recently conwell carried out, after which a delicious tributed by Lincoln N. Kinnicutt of
Worcester, Mass., executor of the estate
lunch was served.
of Gov. Lincoln's niece, the late Hester
SPOWNFIELD
N. Wetherell.
Hot, hot, anywhere from 00 ° to 100 0.
WILSON'S MILLS.
a
has
J. W. Perkins
parcel
purchased
Mrs. Maud Brooks has gone on a fortof spruce timber of Ivory Cole, near
night's visit to her old home in RangeNew Boston.
Wm. Boynton has bought the Oliver ley, and Mrs. Daisy Searles is holding
the fort while she is gone.
Cotton farm.
Mrs. J. II. Clergue and her sister, Miss
Wm. Brooks has bought a timber lot
M. £. Lombard of Bangor and B. J.
of Henry Day.
Levi V. Milliken has sold one-half Clergue of St. Sault, Marie, are guests,of
of his farm to his son, Arthur Milliken, S. S. Bennett.
Misa Addie Flint arrived home the
and a parcel of lumber to L. R. Giles,
23d for a three weeks' vacation.
and the Messrs. McDonald are

peeling

the hemlock and poplar.
NOPTW PARIS
R. Linscott, proprietor of the PequawChildren's Day at the church at North
ket House, is shingling his stable. The
Pequawket House is having an increased Paris was in the evening, June 30.
Children's Day at West Paris Grange
patronage. No reason why it should not
was observed June
22, and the young
as patrons are sure of courteous treatment, good food and cool, comfortable people enjoyed the ice cream and cake
their
elders enjoyed the
and
much,
room 8.
very
Mrs. J. L. Frink is visiting her daugh- exercises by the children.
Mrs. Angie Hobbins and children vister in Portland.
ited her mother, Mrs. Mel Dunham last
Field crops are growing finely.
week ; also Mr. Kobbins was here on
Abundant hay crop is anticipated.

One

of them is

for

a

or

At the

meeting

else.
by
Nevertheless I am old fogy enough to
say that for myself I do not regret my
early training, nor am I ready to leave
some one

the

GOLD

MEDAL, PARI·, 1 *00.

INTERESTING SALE.

Good Suits

only $6.75.
$7.50.
Suits, Jackets Silk

Cheviot Suits
Broadcloth

Variety

Line of Colors.

The

halfpenny, what's tbe use of payln α
penny?* An I bought the halfpenny
stamps, sir."—London Telegraph.
To Be Cheerfol.

The

»

We would like

has decreed for
A full

of

line

The

newest

Block, NORWAY,

MAINE.

shirts and shirt waists.

in neckwear and

hosiery.

Η. B. FOSTER,
Optra

House

Γ

I

day

Our Store will be open all

Thursday, July 4th,
expect
sure

and

day.

the Grand Trunk.

Be

and

on

come

Yours

and

see us.

truly,

STORE, 1

SHOE

SMILEY
NORWAY,

MAINE.

Ε. N. SWETT, Monaeer arid

Salesman.^

F. W. FAUNCE, Sale.m»n.

;

r

Imerican Labv

"ι

33,697

«■ΝΜΜΙΙΜΗΜΒΜΙΜΜβΙΗΙ·
SIRE

—

shall

we

to see all our friends that

Half fare

Μ··|

Golddust,

produced

that also

Black Golddust

(dam

of Glendcnnis, 2.17'*,

5,348. sire of fifty-eight, including Florence Chimes; Fantasy, I
2.06; The Abbott, 2.03V ; The Monk, 2.08V; Merry Chimes, 2 08%'; and I
Ed Easton, 2.09^.
Ilis daughters have produced eigli', including Lady < f the
Manor, 2.04V » and I)are Devil, 2.09. Beautiful Bells, his dam, has nine to
her credit, and her dam, Minnihahà, is the dam of eight.
This horse (American Law) is a very handsome bay horse, grandly bred, the
blood lines the very choicest, of great substance and high finish. He will make
the season at Mountain View Farm, South Paris, Me., at a fee of $25.
For

particulars,

address

EMORY H. MASON,

Supt.

South Paris, Me.

both sides In Inward wrestling with
the mental demon of uncharitable feel-

ChMtlas the Cat.
The meanest man Is around town in
many guises and In considerable numbers, but the meanest woman Is a recent discovery.
She lives In Philadelphia, and for the sake of saving a
cent a day she cheats the cat by giving
her each morning a saucerful of milk,
and after about two teaspoonfuls of
It have been lapped up she dilutee the
milk with water and continues to do
When remonstrated
so till evening.
with by her husband recently she said:
"Well, the cat doesn't know the difference. It looks like milk, anyhow,
and if I didn't tbin it out for her we'd

Joseph
rowing on

trustees of

Colby College last week, Rev. Charles
Lincoln White of Nashua, Ν. II., was
choson president to succeed Dr. Butler,

Mr. White is a graduate of
resigned.
Brown University and Newton Theological Seminary. He was present and spoke

at some

bave to bave 2 cents' worth for breakJ

fast eacb

aay."—Philadelphia Record!

The Redcoat·.
An incident at the siege of Rouen, in
1691, shows that red was looked upon
as the English color, for In mentioning
the death of one of the Earl of Essex's
captains it Is remarked that the Frenchman who shot him got near enough to
do so by putting on the red coat of a
dead English soldier.
In 1C43 the
king's life guards, as also the queen's

and Prince Rupert's,
It

wore

red coats.

"And that brings her, eh?"
!
"Yes, it brings her and sometime· evthrowable
that
erything
happens to be
In her reach too."—Salt Lake City
rrlbune.

There cannot live
creature than an ill

a more

unhappy

na tared old man,
irbo is neither capable of receiving
pleasures nor sensible of giving them

1λ

l
I

others.—Sir W. Temple.

The perfumers of Rome lived in a
ipeclal quarter set apart for tbelr use,

md whole streets were filled with tbelr

Drag Rakes, Hand Rakes,

Hay Forks, Grind Stones,
Hay Fork Pulleys,
AT

J. P. Richardson's,

The Hardware Dealer,
South
Maine·
Parle,

NEW

==§

July Goods

4th of

The Greatest Variety in Town.
For sale
Home

on

early

Tuesday, Wednesday

and prepare for

a

and

Thursday, July and, 3rd, and 4th.

loud 4th at home with the children.

Price· to pleine you.

PARLIN, The Druggist
OFFICE,

ibop·, which were lounging place· for
withy young noble·.
Il «ÏEXT DOOR TO POST
....

j

Scythes, Scythe Snaths,,
Scythe Stones,

Brtaf* Her, Bte.

"What do you do when your wife
gets sulky and refuses to talk to you?"
"Why, I begin to praise Mrs. Allgood, across the street, or some other
woman I know she detests."

4

CHIMES,

on

of

I

Pacing record, 2.05V: trotting record, I
Sire of Passing Belle, 2.08V Jac·* ^)·ι 2.11% ; Scapegoat, 2.1 «V ! I
2.12.
$
Equity, 2.12V ; Elsinora, 2.12^ ; Reed Bird, 2.14V; and 8 others.

HEIH Α.Τ LAW. 14.033.

and Justina, 2.20) and others.

brave, act as if we were brave, use all
will to that end, and a courage tit
will very likely replace the fit of fear.
Again, in order to feel kindly toward a
person to whom we have been inimical,
the only way is more or less deliberately to smile, to make sympathetic in-

ing.

s

DAM- FLOUE JtCE CHIMES was out of Myrtle that produced Portia ?
(dam of Peerless Chimes, 2.18V)· The next dam \x.i< .1 daughter of I

our

spent

If his collars, his ties, his
what they should be he

show you what fashion
man's attire this summer.

negligee

are

are

to

ence.

the postmaster says, 'Halfpenny or
sell
'Do
halfpenny
you
penny?'
stamps?' I asked. 'Yes,' said be. 'Well,'
says I. 'If you can buy stamps for α

man's tires·

is called a well dressed man.

wor-

an

important part of a

most

shirts and the like

of happiness.
Tbe accidental placing of tbe right
9hoe on the left foot, putting α shoe on
is α
awry or the breaking of a lace
bad sign from the popular point of
view. To tie the shoe of another Individual Is Indicative of humility and

have got halfpenny ones."
"Yes, sir," and the smile widened. "1
asked for 5 shillings' worth of stamps,

SL9LINI].

the little "fixin's."

symbolical

"Got the stamps, John?"
"Yes, sir," the man replied, handing
over α batch of halfpenny stamps.
"I said penny stamps, John, and you

SMILEY,

Men's
"Fixin's."

Happy Foot.
The custom of wishing a friend "a
happy foot" is to be found in all parts
of Europe, and It goes to show how
much superstition Is connected with
It is to be assumed that
our footgear.
tbe well litting boot or shoe, which enables α person to walk in comfort, is

penny stamps.
After α time John returned from his
tramp of two miles.
His face wore α self satisfied look
when he came Into his employer's pres-

shown.

I

A

Got More For the Money.
A gentleman living in α rural part of
England sent his coachman to a neighboring village for G shillings' worth of

ever

NORWAY,

field Republican.

hang their shoes outside tbe window If
they wish to secure lovers.
Some actresses carefully preserve the
boots they wore when they scored their
first success and wear them on all Important occasions.

Well Made,

Styles,

of

THOMAS

tiveness which will make It possible
for tliem in after years to provide their
wives and daughters with silk dresses,
opera cloaks and automobiles.—Spring-

lowly position, yet the Chinese
ship the shoes of an upright judge.
There Is a curious superstition In
some parts of England which advises
that when the youngest daughter marries before her sisters tbe latter should
dance at her wedding without shoes in
order to Insure husbands for themselves. On St. Valentine's eve, according to a similar custom, girls should

only $10.00.

lined

Some of the best trades in Ladies' Shirt Waists

behind Its principles, but as long ns
the majority of parents wish their
boys to be successful It seems to me
you ought to make It dear that playing marbles for keeps is an excellent
way of drilling boys In that acquisi-

Miller, was drowned while
the Saco River Saturday, June 22d. The
1
ody was recovered about an hour after
the accident by Napoleon S. Povencher,
who has recovered seven bodies from the
river during the past few years.
of

Limited,

DORCHESTER, MASS.

Established irH.

Instead of marbles tbey are using
wheat or corn or railroad stocks. No
one of them knows just whom be Is
playing against, but each knows that
for cach dollar he wins α dollar Is lost

Henry Callahan of
foreman of t.*ie bark
W. Hunt & Co., eleven miles from Island
Falls, was struck on the head by a falling tree Monday and died during the
day. This is the third fatal accideut
there within ten days.
son

WALTER BAKER & CO.

people.

"playing

■

I

to other

fun and that those who are playing
for keep* are the boys with the most
Influence and standing In the community. I know α whole lot of boys,
some of them living in Massachusetts
today, who are playing for keeps, but

GratTam's

Quimby, wife, and two lady
OXFORD.
cussion by trustees and alumni, and the
at Shirley Bonney's SaturFriends,
E. Curtis' June 20.
Children's Day was observed at the W.
result was a decision to "separate as
day.
Harlow of South Paris and a Mr.
Mr.
a men's college as soon as the affairs of
Mr. Dimmock was in the place Tues- Congregationalist church Sunday after- Hatch were here June
a wall
25,
selling
noon and children's concert
the college will permit." It is underSunday
day, looking after lambs.
map.
will
The
services
be
held
in
stood that this decieion is not likely to
Mr. Cummings was also here for the evening.
The roadmachine has been run hero
of
the
instead
the
afternoon
disturb the status in the immediate
morning
ïame purpose.
two days. The men having charge are
the
summer
at
the
future.
Congregation- Jesse
Mr. Cook from Grand Manan was in during
Howe, Charles Cummings and
alist church.
:he place Tuesday repairing sewing madid a good job.
Mrs. Corning and Miss Corning of Jim Robinson. They
PERS -NAL.
shines.
Mrs. Annis from Bethel visited her
Mass., came here on TuesJoseph Bolus was through here ped- Brookline,
brother, G. G. Fuller, one day last week.
will
and
the
summer here.
day
spend
lling Monday and Tuesday.
Among the thirty-nine who received
A surprise party was given to Dr. H.
GertTude and Jennie Bonney went to
SUMNER.
the degree of M. D. from the Bowdoin
R. Farris Tuesday evening.
Norway Tuesday shopping.
Henry Ripley ie sick with the measles. Medical School last week, are Sullivan
Mr. and Mrs. W. R. Farris are in BosMiss Bonney entertained a party of
Hezekiah Stetson commenced haying L. Andrews and Fred E. Wheeler, both
ton.
friends from Norway Sunday.
of West Paris.
Mrs.
Arthur Bumpus is visiting last week.
Ethel Bradbury is at home from school
Ethel Morrill is working for Mrs.
friends here.
m
[or the summer vacation.
YOUR NERVES WILL KILL YOU
The village schools closed with the 3eorge Pnlslfer.
The road commissioners with a crew
sick at his if
Charlie Hammond is
you neglect them. The moment your
:ut down the hill by Cooper's Monday usual examinations.
Ε.
H.
ancle's,
nervous system becomes impaired, your
Thompson's.
md Tuesday.
C. M. Parlin bought a horse of Daniel rital
organs fail to perform their funcLYNCHVILLE.
92 in the shade Wednesday.
Fletcher of Hartford last week.
tions properly and dangerous diseases
Sarah Morse is quite sick with sciatic
Beryl McKeen picked a handful of
The Lake View Sunday School will follow. Cleveland's
Celery Compound
-heumatiem.
ripe blueberries June 24th.
îold a 4th of July picnic in H. A. Stur- rea is an immediate and
permanent cure
Iva Rice has been quite sick with the
avant's
pine
grove.
for
Nervous
RUMFORD.
Prostration, Nervous Exnumps.
Mrs. Need ham has returned from a
laustion, Constipation, Indigestion,
Mrs. Eugene McKeen is now on the
NORWAY LAKP
lead ache, and all diseases of the Blood,
risit in Massachusetts and is at present | ^ain. She had an operation performed
School closes to-day. Miss Lasselle is i
and Kidneys. We will
he guest of Mr. A. D. Thutston and Monday. Dr. C. M.
Coolidge of North , fine teacher and we hope to have her Stomach, Liver
rife.
jive you a trial package free. Large
iVaterford and Dr. Sylvester of Harrison
jack in the fall.
Mr. Sargent is visiting his sleter, Mrs. ] performed the operation.
packages, 25 cents. E. P. Parlin, South
Norway Lake Woman's Clob inet with iHuie; Williamson A Kimball, Norway.
f. W. Stuart.
Forest McAllister and wife visited at
kfra. James Crockett, June 25, for the
John Sylvester from Bryant Pond was ! fewton Moore's at the town house Saturj ast meeting of the club year. They
Λ S. L. Moody's this week working.
* lay and
Sunday.
Shake lit· Your Shoe·
( ilected officers for the next year to begin
Mr. Hutchinson from Massachusetts is
Winnie McKeen is visiting her grand· , he first
A lion'· Pool Ease, a powder. It cores painful.
in
Wednesday
September:
isiting his sister, Mrs. Ezra Morton.
] tarents, Mr. and Mrs. Wm. Gammon, of
martlng, nerron· feet and Ingrowing nail·, and
President—Mr·. Christine Stephen·.
The road agents are abroad and such ¥eet Stoneham, this week.
Dft&ntly take· the etlng oat of corns and banVloe-President— Mr·. Frances Partridge.
It's the greatest comfort dUoovery of the
on·.
oadsl almost impassable.
The thermometer registered 100 deSecretary—MIm Ellen Partridge.
Allen'· Toot-Ewe make· tight or new
ge.
Treasurer—Mr·. Winnie Hall.
Mr. Amos Elliott passed through onr j crees in the shade here June 26th.
hoea feel easy. It I· a oertaln core for *weatMiss Sarah P. Newhall came home Dg, callous and hot, tired, aching feet. Try It
Mrs. J. Bartlett and Mrs. Meil Bartlett
illage Wednesday with a piano.
J
and shoe store*.
The potato beetle· are destroying the < if Stoneham called on Mrs. Will Palmer ' rom Boston last Tuesday. We are glad ! 7-dag. Bold by all druggist·
ly mall for Me. In atamp·. Trial package fBU.
otato plants.
1
ο
have
her
back
with
us
I
Le
j
Altai
».
Olmatod,
kudre··,
«gain.
BoyTVnr.
j ?uesday.
(1
were

occur

PtarliK For Keep·.
I have observed-In tbe larger game
of marbles which we call "making a
living" that most of the boys are
for keeps" and only a few for

of the commencement exercises,
and made a very favorable impression.
The ques ion of co-education or co-orbusiness later.
dination was the subject of much disMr. and Mre. Caleb Fuller visited at

Frank

could

quiries and to force ourselves to say
genial things. One hearty laugh toAmity, unmarried,
will bring enemies Into closer
gether
of
F.
peeling camp
communion of heart than hours

Miller, aged 11,

Under the decisions of the U.S. Courts no other Chocolate is entitled to be labeled or sold as "Baker's Chocolate."

ed me In life and enabled m.· to bave
tbe honor of sitting next to your lordship at dinner." Δ strange story; but
tbe Stanhopes are a strange race, and
things happen to them that never did

swim in the river.

Edward

EKAHIlfE THE PACKAGE TOU RECEIVE AND HAKE SURE THAT
IT BEARS OUR TRADE-HARK.

and the earl talked of many things and
found each other mutually entertaining. Next day Lord Stanhope received
a letter, out of which dropped a £100
note. "It was your lordship's kind loan
of this sum," said tbe note, "that start-

Guy Prince, the 12-year-old son of
Mrs. Nettie Prince of Madison, was
drowned while bathing in the Kennebec
River on Monday. With several boys he
left the school house during the noon
recess

3

Baker's Chocolate

slow tones. The robber laid bands
on bis watcb.
"No," Ix>rd Stanhope went on, "that
watch you must not bave. It was givIt la worth
en to me by one I love.
£100. If you will trust me, I will go
back to Cbevenlng and bring a £100
note and place It In tbe hollow of that
tree„ I cannot lose my watch."
The man did trust him. Tbe earl did
bring tbe note. Years after Lord Stanto
hope was at a city dinner, and next
-him sat a London alderman of great
wealth, a inun widely respected. He

sovereign, voluntary path to
cheerfulness, If our spontaneous cheerfulness be lost, is to «it up cheerfully,
Last week was commencement week
to look around cheerfully and to act
at Bowdoin, Colby and Bates.
and speak as if cheerfulness were alEdward Graffam having been duly
ready there. If such conduct doesn't
convicted of the Mosher murder, claimmake you soon feel cheerful, nothing
ants for the reward, aggregating nearly
else will on that occasion. So, to feel
a thousand dollars, are now appearing in

quantity.

When You Order

ably
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\V. J. Wheeler has
horses within a week.

SOl'THJ'ARIS.

ι»iHre

*·

OKAS

Commencing

LKAVK

TRAIN"·

June 3,1'JOl,

Mrs. Louisa J. Briggs is
Portland for two weeks.

PARIS

HOirra

(dally, Sundays In
.^iln^'lown—S-ββ
"·
Sun,1»y un|y.
f-A "·· * a rA.

du'ioi.

four

Mrs. W. W. Walker was in Portland
few days last week with her husband.

KAILWAT.

TBI NK

Ρ

sold

visiting

in

Charles R. Elder, Erfq., of Boston, is
his mother here.

-.

Miss Ethel Merrittof Brockton, Mass.,
is visiting Misses Isabel and Kittie MorcHi-Rcan.
Rev. W. K. I ton.
Church.
>w longtegaUoaal
services, 10 4Ô
pastor. Preaching
Miss Helen M.King, who teaches in
uL.k· I' 0..
Y. I
Sunday School 13
r*w<l ; MOT.
on»
Portland, is at home for the summer
at β p. a. ; Church prayer meeting
u
f. $ c b-evening
other
not
All.
at Τ :*) o'clock.
I vacation.
t„. 'iv
are cordially Invited.
ZuTcoaMCtrd.
Rev. A. W. Pottle, Pastor.
Elmer O. Millett is building an addiMethod!.*! Church, prayer meeting. 9:3n a.
Sun.lay, mun>lag
Sabbath School11 tion to his carriage painting shop on
45 a.
,,reaching service. 1» Meeting, 8 :15 r.
; I Pleasant Street.
Kl worth League7 P. M prayer meetingt
mcetlug
U' IT.ver
Miss Mabel G. Hathaway, who teaches
I
cUssme^tlnf, Friday evening,
r ,·. ·,. events
huri-h. Kev.T. J. Ram.wlell, Pastor.
Mass., is at home for the
■j. t'-t t.
Saba.
«
10
reaching service
,.
7.Ό0 p. n.·; summer vacation.
μ
ρ raver meeting
Tuesday evening.
Edward L. Greene and wife have re«ver meeting
STATKU MtKTISOS.
I turned from Gorham, he having comLodge, So. iH. Regular]I pleted his job there.
f ^ λ M.—Parla
evening on «r before full ιηοοη. I
Brtiliiif Tuesday
M .ut Mica Lodge, regular meet-1
Arthur Atwood and wife of Auburn
of each week.—Aurora
χ> ur* jv eveuln*
a few days visitiug friends here
11
Hr!*t ami third Monday evening» spent
at.
ί: IiEpriH
I and at Norway last week.
jfe»»o month.
No.
Lodge,
ltebekah
t Pleasant
Κ M
Professé W. T. Hewett and daughter
n ! and fourth Krtdays or each
1 Fellows' Hall.
lof Cornell University, Ithaca, Ν. Y.,
;,t; ;n (>:
W. Κ Kimball Post, No. 14S, meets
;
\
Satunlay evenings of each I are guests at Mrs. Hewett's.
A. «

11

;|inQuincy,

J

...

-,

I

ttilM

l~i sr :

A R. Hall.
Su,Id...
Κ Kîmtiall Kellef

Mrs. Etbe Howe, Mrs. Hose Powers,
Corps meets first I
Wm.
In I Miss Miles and Miss Lucelia Crockett
vitur«lay evenings of each month.
μ·Ι tûlr·:
on·» Hall.
I
are on a carriage drive to Kumford Falls.
ifrH«H
Paris Grange, from May 1 to Oct. 1,
I> ,.f H
>U'l fourth Saturday; during the
X. Dayton Bolster A Co. will not run
In
"t the year, meets every Saturlay,
r. -liln
I their order teams on Thursday, July 4,
Hall.
ktue
and fourth Mondays of but will keep the store open until 9
I'. u. y. t —Second
Ι Λ. M.
tfc-h month.
I ".rook Lo-lge, No. 1S1,
<·.
P.—stony
ν Κ
Wednesday evening»
-.·· ..η·1 and fourth
The Young People's Society of the
ofcaeb month.
No, 31, meets every I Methodist church hold a lawn social on
h ί i" -HamUn Lodge,
Hall.
I the grounds of the church this Monday
:»v evening at Pythian
Frt

|
|I come.

in
J»nnie Bennett has been
or so caring
!i';> 1 f«-r the past week
r who is sick.
r

Mrv

B ;i

>■%SSKJSl
»ΐ'«'it'·.'i»l ω·»» »««"··
»'·.1

;m„'V

victim of red, red liquor is

His name is
I at the jail foi thirty days.
I Burchard alias Burns, and he comes
I from the city on the Androscoggin,
I Kumford Falls.

...„leof PowmUto

Mr.

,„Xr

more

»VSwule

Milt"» Morton.
of South Frt.

5*;^:.
-j-r*? &.·■·&£ t

ii Γ

Τ

.1

Paris.
they will

in

b.
Bridgeport,
in -jo ti.e removal of the concern
Mr. lleCoster is employed.

ing
Royal, wife aud little daughter Florence,
lof Worcester, Mass., where Mr. Royal
I has a good position iu the employ of the
15,,vnton of Chicago, formerly
j Rice Λ- Griffin Manufacturing Co.
Harmon, a school teacher

onu.,J»·
by

ïhich
u.

MU, May

ν"

11·

wituitf

,.

years since,

Thursday.

i^Tureer. «here ahe
1

Mer·.

to

lives.

Enlwell. "which

weighed

KXiUt.

etoiting

2.

«irked.
Rev

\

F. Godwin

Scnsfis
Church Aid Society.
Un·

nrl

of

ai

cwne

Harvey Thayer of

I short

at
Bridgton last Thursday
Richmond, I Chapter
About twenty-live went from
evening.
I Oxford Chapter, and managed to enjoy

wm

a]""u"

spite

a

game of ball

tip "f h» rtu»b,
.ihoiit the middle of the nail.

Winter. taking

ii,,„ t„

Off the

Sd

way"?! nîon

tbe?re",tl*)

^

DeCojtai^

HSfces
œi.fraMffiÏÏÏÏiSU.''

BARROWS.
TO FRANK E.
fer helpful
SOUTH PARIS
ami lnpplrlnft
■.
Dear Sir: "\ou buy your horseshoes
! Committee.
Κ P.
and nails; your grand-father, if he was
MBS. j. Π. Graham,
)
You can't
a blacksmith, made 'em.
Thus closed the convention of 1901, to
afford to hammer them out by hand,
in Norway next year. With the
when you can buy as good, or better meet
of the part year's work
perhaps, readymade to your hand, for a encouragement
the officers will take up the work of the
little more than the cost of the iron.
new vear with hope and earnestness.
AV hat do you think of a painter who I
1
The ladies of Buckfield prowd themgoes on buying his linseed oil and

SS·

The town team will have
several college men, as well as several
I who are just now out of practice.
next

jonven-

p« ΰβ sas

LETTER

I between ttoe South Paris High School
I nine and a team of local players. ConMirston is carrying around a
has been excited, and
in I siderable interest
right hand.
I they talk now of playing Wednesday of

«".Ucat^otk

The convention opened with devotional

Nellie
exercises conducted by Mrs.
Burger of Missouri, after which the
President, Mrs. Martha Chapman, took
the chair and declared the convention
before full moon. Oxford Council, B. A S. M.
for business.
The Congregational Circle will hold a ready
Friday evening, after full moon. Oxford Lodge
The roll-call was answered by a large No.
box supper and lawn party July 3d at
1, Ark Mariners, Wednesday evening arte:
officers and full moon.
the residences of Mrs. Wallace Ryerson percentage of the county
O. O. F.—Norway Lodge.—Regular meetlnj
I.
Oue
of department^
and Mrs. A. W. Walker. Supper will be superintendents
In Odd Fellows' Hall, every Tuesday Bvenlng
Later of the pleasant features of the
Wlldey Encampment, No. 81, meets In Ode
served at 0:30 at Mrs. Ryerson's.
Fellows' Ha 1, second and fourth Friday Even
in the evening the lawn party will be
Rebekah Lodge
Inge of each month. Mt. Hope
held on the grounds of Mrs. Walker.
No. 58, meets on first and third Friday of eacl
0<
month.
The grounds will be specially lighted by
ha» ramie
Κ of P.—Regular meeting In Hathaway Mod
Nor
u. R., A. O. Noyei
electricity for the occasion. Steams'
now having a Union of one hundred every Thursdav Bvenlng.
Orchestra will furnish music for the gain,
No. 18, meets third Friday of eacl:
Division,
t
e
and
No.
membership
nineteen,
83, P. 8., second
month. Lake Aaaemblv,
Ice cream and cake on sale.
evening.
the county has more than and fourth Friday evcrunge of each month.
Should the weather be stormy, the lawn thoroughout
second and
meets
P. of H.—Norway Orange
doubled during the year.
fourth Saturdays of each month at Orange Hall.
party will be postponed to Friday evenMrs. Clara Withington in behalf of the
O. A. R.—Harry Ruat Poet, No. 54, meets In
ing.
Buckfield Union in most fitting words New G. A. R. Uall on the flrat Tuesday Evening
each month.
THE FOURTH
brought the greetings and welcome of of W.
R. C.-Meets in New G. A. R. Hall, Mon·
Glorious the Buckfield ladies to the visitors, and day evening.
The
celebration of the
a
O. P.—Lakeside Lodge, No. 177, roeeta In
of
West
Paris
Ν.
E.
Miss
Irish
with
a
Maria
gave
Fourth at South Paris will open
New G. A. R. Hall, on the flrat and third Wedhose reel race at 7:30—beg pardon, but very cordial response. The president s
nesday evenings of each month.
that was a slip of the pen. Everybody address was a very plain statement of
0 U. Α. M .—Norway and South Paris Council,
to
be
well
facts
and
No. 10. meets at G. A. R. Hall every Tuesday
will
knows that the celebration
presented thoughts
open
for evening.
considered by all who are
sever.il hours earlier.
U. O. P. F.—Elm Tree Colony, No. 180, meets
However, the first event of the day an improvement along those Unes that second and fourth Wednesday evenings of each
of
citizenstandard
a
month.
run
will
be
which
hose
promote
will be the
higher
race,
U. O. G. C.—Norwiy Commandery, No. 847.
in Market Square at 7:30. The purse,
meets pecond and fourth Thursday evenings oi
music furnished by the West Ρ*ΓΙ® each month
raised by subsciption, is $20.00, divided,
$10.00, $<5.00 and $4.00. Rules of the Union was very pleasing. Mrs. Anna
James Dunn enjoyed hie vacation with
contest were published last week. Hose White sang a solo and was accompanied
and relatives in Lynn, Mass.
friends
the
and
Tuell
upon
organ
Companies No. 1,2,3 and δ have entered. by Miss Lulie
S. D. Andrews, who has been stopping
violinist.
Brown
Miss
Jennie
The first ball game at the fairgrounds
for hie
Mrs. in Boston, where he was treated
The parliamentary drill by
will be called at 9:30 a. m. The base
has returned much improved.
eyesight,
ladies
real
the
Burner
practical
gave
ball purse is $100, divided, $50.00, $25.00,
The Gormand & Ford Stock Co. play$12.50, $12.50. In the forenoon there work Mrs. Fannie Clifford of Hiram ed at the
Opera House during the week.
will be one game between Mechanic gave a very thoughtful paper upon
Each evening the whole entertainment
Falls and West Paris and another be- Purity, which was foll"wed by a paper
was new.
tween Oxford and Lewiston Volunteers. from Miss Jennie Brown, West Parie.
Leon M. Longley, accompanied by his
The two wiuning teams in the forenoon "Woman's Influence in Political Legisare visiting the
lation " also Mrs. Elizabeth Morton pre- eister, Sarah Longley,
games play in the afternoon for first
Pan-American Exposition at Buffalo.
a paper entitled
money.
Ο. I. Pitts isetopping with his Norway
The horse races will be called at I Women best Promote the Cause of,
Temperance?" These papers were well friends for a*time.
p. m.
Three classes, as follows:
Aaron Paige entertained his brother,
written and in the near future will be
No. 1. 2:45 class, trot and pace. Pur*e #100.
and wife, of Topeka, Kan.,
No. 2, 2.27 class, trot ami pace. Puree #125.
printed, also papers presented by Mrs. James Paige,
No 3,2:21 class, trot an<l pace. Puree $150.
C P. Barnes of Norway, subject,' Obe- this week.
The Eastern Telephone Co. of Rockof
Four to enter and four to start in the dience," and one by Mrs.
having purchased the local line in
land,
Motnere.
above races. Should not No. 3 fill—the Buckfield,
"Intemperate
and Norway from W. P. Maxim,
2:27 class purse will be $150.
Everv woman in our country should read Paris
selectmen of the two
Λ new ball ground lias been laid out,
for they were WW choice has asked the
towns for permission to extend the line.
on the opposite side of the grounds from thoughts and can but prove helpful.
Kev. J. A. Harding, who graduated
the old one and in front of the grand
The superintendents of departments
Seminary
stand, so that those on the stand can gave encouraging reporte, and more from the Newton Theological
a short visit.
The turf inside the dia- work than ever before has been done this year, is at home for
see the game.
mond has been taken off, and the sur- bv the Unions. Norway especially in its He is now preaching at Pondville, Cape
face smoothed and rolled, so as to make charity work and mothers' club has done Cod.
The village streets have been improva first-class ground.
a
work, and other Unions can
ed this week with the road machine.
well learn a lesson from their effor
UNION.
E.
LOCAL
C.
Carolina De Fabritiis of Somerville,
Rev. Mr. Munson, pastor of tue
who has enjoyed several seasons
The semi-annual meeting of the East Methodist
Mass.,
Prince
Mr
church,
Oxford Local Union of Christian En- showed their interest in the work
with her many Norway friends, and is
by
soon expected to return to Norway,
deavor Societies was held at Andoxer, their
presence and their words of cheer.
Tuesday, June 25. The attendance was Mrs. Wilder and other representatives graduated from the New England Congood and the meetings inspiring. The of tho Turner Union were also visitors. eevatory of Music in Boston this month.
Mrs. Ο. II. Bobbins of Lynn, Mass., is
ladies of Andover provided for the Rev. Mr.
Mabry and wife, formerly of
material wauts of the visitors in a most
visiting at Mrs. Jackson Clark's.
were present.
Buckfield,
of South
Mr. and Mrs. Geo. nam
excellent manner. The programme was
The event of the convention is always
their children are enjoying
as follows:
the evening session, when business is Paris with
on the west shore of
FOKEKOON.
laid aside and an address is given. This life at their cottage
the lake.
10:00 Devotional Services,
was
of
Missouri
Nellie
Burger
Rpv. W. E. Brooks, D. D., South Parle.
Mrs. A. A. Laferrier and daughter,
Mr. Κ. M. Bailey, Andover. the speaker, and her personal charm,
10:15. Welcome.
Annie B., attended the graduation of A.
and
a
real
earnestness
with
of
combined
President
Union,
Response by
at Brunswick.
Mrs. T. S. Barnes, South Paris
consecration to the work, at once capti- L. Laferrier
10:30. Business
Rev. J. W. Lewis and family acfor an hour and
and
her
vated
audience,
11 ,U0. Reporta from Societies.
the remains of Mrs. Lewis
a half she held the closest attention of a companied
Adjournment.
where Mr. Lewis
packed house. The L. T. L. gave a very from Maryland Ridge,
AVTKKNOOM.
has been preaching, to Nebraska. Mr.
2 :0U. Devotional Service,
interesting exercise before the lecture
to Maryland
Rev. W. E. Brooks, D. D., Sontli Parts. and from these children comes the great Lewis went from Norway
He formerly lived in Nebraska.
2 15. Everv Christian a Soul Saver,
Ridge.
future.
of
the
hope
Bethel.
Mis» Mabclle Rand,
he will not return to
The committee on resolutions present- We understand
Soul Saver's Outllt
Maine.
(a) Sympathy,
ed the following:
Gertrude Bryant, South Paris.
Fred Young has a large crew at work
(b) Tact.
painting the B. F. Spinney & Co. shoe
Mr. Carroll Ravmond, Mechanic Falls
shop. The interior is being whitewash(C) Bible Kuow!e<lge,
Rev. C. W. Fisher, Mechanic Falls,
ed. When the work is completed the
(d) Prayer, Mr. M. A. Howard, Andover.
Radcliffe Shoe Co. will exchange shops
3:0°. Open Parliament.
with the B. F. Spinney Co.
Led by Rev. Arthur Varley.
3:30. Quiet Hour
4:00. Conference of Committees.
The Masons reported a most pleasant
"
Social Hour.
at the St. John's Day picnic held on
day
KVENINQ.
Thai U.e convention extend their the fair grounds the 24th inst. The
to the M. K. Society for the u »eoftfielr
7:00. Praise Service.
beans baked in the ground were firstRev. Arthur Varley, Bethel.
class.
7:15. Business.
A largo delegation of Chapter Masons
7 30. Address, "Distinctive Fca.ures of the
Christian Life,"
visited the Bridgton chapter Thursday
Rev. C. 8. Cummlnne, Auburn. |
in the work.
took
Collection.
Roll Call by Societies.
C. E. Benediction.

of the terrific heat.

There is serious talk of

tl

thank?

A number of Chapter Masons from
always heen this place, members of Oxford Chapter,
I went with that chapter to visit Oriental

I

C°The

convention was beld in thi
Methodist church, which had been verj
tastefully decorated with cut Aowersand
potted plants around the chancel and on

week.

WITHINGTON.

The Grand Trunk people are talking
ftoller Swift fame home
I of changing their water supply system
As it is now they use
and mixing and tinting by sclves royal ontertalners, and all present
-.<»*· I at this station.
of this convenI Norway water largely. Ii" the proposed whitelead,
and charging his time for work will carry the memory
hand,
will
put that is far better-done than he can do it, tion as one of the pleasures of the year.
I plan is carried iuto effect, they
river
the
from
water
take
I in a pump to
Emma Woodbury Chandler,
done
machinery, done as your horseI into a tank at the station. The change shoesby
Recording Secretary. |
and nails are made.
didn't.
I is not decided on, but is now under conMistake isn't it?
POND ACCIDENT.
THE
BRYANT'S
sideration.
The June Hugs added
I
He is wasting his chance in the world.
Bryant's Pond, Maine.
is no better stuff to do business
There
vikudi
was
ucKer
κ.
Mrs. Juni6s
with than good horseshoes and paint; Editor Democrat:
Thursday by four of her sisters—Mrs.
As there have been many stories conand no better work than putting them
J. B. Field of this place, Mrs. B. 8. I)oe
Good horseshoes well put on: It's cerning the death of E. A. Jordan's IS
on.
of
SumBarrett
F.
L.
Mis.
of Paris Mill,
North the putting 'em on that makes you a months old son, we wish to publish the
ner, and Mrs. Abbie Lowe of
ylav any longer.
The little fellow was not drowntruth.
no matter who makes 'em.
Mr. and Mrs. L. C. Bates were blacksmith:
Paris.
Between 5:30 and β r. u.
Who wants to go back to old times, ed as stated.
The man's shirt waist question was also there from West Paris the same
In no time he was
horseshoes?
he ran out of eight.
out.'{ si. ht. as a rule, last m'«k·
on the bill of and make his own
articles
the
day. Among
Πβ seemingly ran to a little
Between us two, that painter don't missed.
Most » f the fare for dinner were green peas from the
,xs n<> ijnestion about it.
know how to make good paint—he used brook, lost his balance and fell in, struck
men simply peeled off coats and m
garden of Frank L. Starbird.
his head on a rock, as the bruise was on
to; but paint has run away from him.
articles which « ere worse tl an, n«eleea.
his forehead, lost consciousness and was
Yours truly,
No use .lying toi» many deaths bet. re
The South Paris W. C. T. U. held its
F. W. Devoe & Co.
strasgled, as there was no water found
tour time comes.
regular monthly meeting at the MethodThe ^
in him. He was never neglected, even
ist vestry Thursday afternoon.
H-n. James S. Wright was at Rumfor a minute. It was simply a very sad
of the day was the flower
topic
special
tlw
on
f.ird Falls Thursday in attendance
Some time in the night of Saturday, accident. He was an exceedingly bright
Mrs. II. A. Morton read a
mission.
comm.ss.onen,
ir,„ K.-fore the ...unty
W. Morton gave an June22d, three young men of Lewiston and handsome child, just learning to
paper, and Mrs. E.
η the location of the Swift River b
in Lake Auburn.
They talk and walk. The family was very
interesting account of the recent county were drowned
The > mniissioners
The meeting were Nicholas Doyle, Jr., Guy N. Ross much shocked, his mother being very
convention at Buck field.
locaUou
„ ,
»
tor
to
The
petitioners ask«g
anil Joel A. Boomer.
capsized boat low for a time, in fact, the whole village
was made a sort of informal reception
near the nv'Utli of Swift
place the new members of the Union, and was found Sunday, with Doyle's body was saddened.
Everything was done
of the oh I location about a nnle farther
If a
The that could be done to save him.
fruit punch, cake and fancy crackers underneath, tangled in a tish line.
up the stream.
bodies have not been found, but skillful physician had been at hand,
were served, and a social hour enjoyed. other
every effort is being made in the search undoubtedly the child could have been
Μ» Wilson is at work on the plana
Mrs. R. M. Whitney.
Alton C. Wheeler has secured a posi- for them, especially as Lake Auburn is saved.
ι»!
the édition ou the north
as sub-master the water
A tion for the coming year
supply for the cities of Lewis>»le of til.· court house ipround*.
at ton and Auburn.
IT DAZZLES THE WORLD.
Doyle was the only
drivewav will be built dowu the north of the high school in Woburn, Mass.,
It is a good position, married man.
He had a wife and one
No Discovery in medicine has ever
vie.,; the lot. and the terraces w 11 In a good salary.
the congratulations son 4 years of age. The other two were created one
«tended to this with a reverse cone, and he is receiving
quarter of the excitement
He appeared be- young, industrious men of good habits. that has been caused
of his many friends.
■: n. tjg th< ends of them
ow
by Dr. King's New
committee last
fruat and making them approximately fore the Woburn school
Discovery for Consumption. Its severest
THANKS.
OF
CARD
condition
week, and found a not unusual
> .mmetrical with the south ends A.
tests have been on hopeless victims of
members of
Mt. Pleasant Rebekah Lodge desire to
Walker Jc Son have engaged to do tl ^ of things; six of the nine
Consumption, Pneumonia, Hemorrhage,
and
thanks
sincere
their
includappremen,
Maine
«press
the committee were
work »f grading.
Pleurisy and Bronchitis, thousands of
four lawyers, ciation to those of our lodge and espe- whom it has restored to
perfect health.
ing two physicians and
who
of
the
outside
to
those
lodge
ou·
from
them
Androscoggiu
cially
λ-κ ι.-ution irom me ιηπ«ωιι
For Coughs, Colds, Asthma, Croup, Hay
and four of
in the opera
them
assisted
so
the
kindly
Stciety of this» place attended
Fever, Hoarseness and Whooping Cough
County.
Mikado.
it is the quickest, surest cure in the
•netting of the Local Union at Andover
Feb okdkb of Lodge.
The showers of Wednesday afternoon
la»t Tuesday. They drove from here
world. It is sold by F. A. Shurtleff
for a day
*'tb a pair of horses, going Monday made it necessary to postpone
A Co. who guarantee satisfaction or rePENSION MATTERS
of the Baptist Circle, ad> lawn
th
In
party
iftennxm ami returning Wednesday.
bottles 50c. and $1.
Geo. B:
Lowell B. Smith, Canton, has been fund money. Large
the party were Hev. and Mrs. Dr. Brooks, vertised for that evening at
Trial bottles free.
month.
increase
to
held
an
$8.00
per
It was, however, duly
granted
Mr*. T. S. liantes, who is president of Crockett's.
intense
lie Local I"ηioo, Miss MertieG. Walker, on Thursday evening, when the
TROUBLES OF A MINISTER.
A STRONG GUARANTEE.
out-doors.
to
stay
Mi« Uertrude Bryant, Mis» Grace Ben- heat obliged everybody
To benefit others Rev. J. T. W. Verwith
Influilluminated
were
Bronchitis,
For
Colds,
Coughs,
The grounds
°*tt, ami (ieorge Clifford.
non, of Hartwell, Ga., writes: "For a
were very atenza, Whooping Cough' and all Throat
Japanese lanterns, and
Bauer's Instant long time I had a running sore on my
A very pleasant affair occurred Satur- tractive.
There was music by the land Lung troubles,
remedies without
tried
day evening at \o. 40 Hill Street, when Western Avenue orchestra, and various Cough Cure is generally conceded to be leg. I until I many
used a bottle of Electric
Mîm Edna Winnefred Fan nee was united games were played by way of diversion, the quickest and surest remedy known benefit,
a box of Bucklen's Arnica
It loosens and cleare the Bittero and
is marriage to Mr. Arthur Augustine though it was a night when all unneces- to science.
Ice cream bronchial tubes and prevents pneumonia. Salve, which cured me sound and well."
Doeontbe of Auburn. A goo<lly cora- sary exertion was shunned.
Eruptions, Boils, Eczema, Tetter,
pany of friends and neighbors were was sold, and needless to say, was taken Constant coughing racks and inflames Sores,
Rheum show impure blood. Thouthe lungs. It weakens their action and Salt
present. The gifts were numerous and as fast as it could be served.
have found in Electric Bitters a
valuable.
Refreshments served were
consumption often follows. Why do sands
that absolutely
The fireman on one of the gravel you run such a risk when in Bauer's In- grand blood purifier
bountiful and appetitive. The happy
Satisfaction
troubles.
these
had a close call
pair never looked prettier.
stant Cough Cure you have a remedy cures
The cere- trains, Archie Dumore,
the
refunded
by F.
lie was out painting
It is pleasant is guaranteed or money
that acts quick and sure?
m"ny was performed by Rev. A. W. Thursday.
bottles
& Co. Large
only
Shurtleff
train was running
A.
the
while
nausea
that
cause
not
smokestack,
does
and
P'rtt'e.
to take
and Dan50c.
between Lewiston Junction
at the stomach so commonly following
ofl
fell
There is a very definite prospect that ville Junction, and in some way
the use of other cough cures. Children
He was out of
*he Eastern
NOTICE TO WHEELMEN.
Telephone Co. will come on to the cowcatcher.and his fall was can take Bauer's Instant Cough Cure
into South Paris. As most of our read· sight of the engineer,
and they like it. This famous remedy it
There's positively no need to endure
on
catch
to
will remember, the last legislature not noticed. He managed
sold under the strongest guarantee pos- discomfort by reason of chafing, sunpanted the Eastern Telephone Co. the and save himself from being thrown ofl sible. If it does not do tlie work youi
insect stings, sore and perspiring
one
leg
though
For burn,or accidental bruises. You forget
r!!,'htto extend its lines anywhere in in front of the engiue,
money will be cheerfully refunded.
feet
the
under
track
the
Maine. The general manager of the was dragged along
sale by F. A. Shurtleff & Co.; A. Dud these troubles
in
using Buck'en'i
It wat
Pond; Orin Stevens, Ox Arnica Salve. Infallible for Pimples,
®°*pany, Maynard S. Bird of Rockland, cowcatcher for quite a distance.
his rib« ley, Bryant's
of
some
•a* here last
that
first
tiret
at
the
step thought
week, and as
ford.
Blotches, Skin Eruptions and Piles,
not to o<
establishing business, purchased the were broken, but that proved
Sold by F. A. Shurtleff & Co. 25 cents
Max m lines, including all the local lines the case, though he was badly bruisec
The Twitchell Brother» of Oxford wil
and instruments owned
serve a baked bean dinner at their boot]
by W. P. Maxim and had to lie off for a few days.
A POOR MILLIONAIRE.
;
'» South Paris
It is the
on the fair grounds 4th of July, so don'
and Norway.
has
recently
of
starved in London because h<
plumbing
Lately
"tention of the company to put in an
to put up yonr dinner.
Quite a job
bother
house
not digest his food. Early use οι
at the jail and jailer's
done
could
been
Paris
Paris,
South
exchange including
bath tub in th<
CATARRH CANNOT BE CURED
Dr. King's New Life Pills, would haw
Hill, Norway and Norway Lake.
At The work includes a
with ι with LOCAL APPLICATIONS, aa they canno
a bath tub in the house,
saved him. They strengthen the stom
n»ri* Hiu
and
and
the
Sumner
jail
strike
U
a
blocy
Catarrh
they
and tank for heatin) reach Ute Mat of Um dlaeaee.
farts line.
ach, aid digestion, promote assimilation
la order to cure I
With this and the connect- large steel range
or on-tltutloMl dlaeaae, and
connectinj
take Internal remedies. Hall'· ('•tan:nK lines of the Oxford County Tele- water. There is also a pipe
improve appetite. Price 25c. Mono;
you most
boiler ii Cure
U taken Internally and act· directly on th
back if not satisfied. Sold by F. A
phone Co. centering at West Sumner the jail bath tub with the big
Cur
Hall'·
Catarrh
inriaoee.
mocoua
aad
sometimes hap blood
Shurtleff Λ Co., druggists.
it waa prescribed b
'hey already have a contract for direct the basement. It has
not a quack medicine,
U
that a particularl; oae of the beet phyalclaaa In thta country to
tottection, so that when they are con- pened in the past haa brought
in wit)
It to con
new arrival
year·, and to a regular prescription.
nected all these
AUCTIpN SALE.
country line· will be- frowsy
of undesirabl poad of the beet Ionic· known, oomblnedonwit
th
fw all practical purposes a part of him a large population
L. Chase will sell at auctioi
directly
George
the beet blood purifier·, acting
clothe*
*
arrival's
The perfect combination c
raucou· larfacee.
^wtern system.. George E. Allen of visitors. Now a new
Jnly 3d, at 9:80 a. m., at the Eugen
woi
can b
the two Ingredient» to what produce· inch
North Paris, seve
•fckland is now here working in the or any other infected articles, of a
Catarrh. Send for test k Hammond farm,
rwutola
fat
caring
j«
means
farm implements, wagons an
of the Eastern Co.
If these placed in the tub, and by
free.
horses,
are nc
which
F. J. Clint τ 4 Co, prop·., Toledo, O.
P'ans are cajried into effect, we shall of eteam any individuals
tools, and the standing grass on th
be reduced to th
Î have an opportunity to observe the effect wanted may
place. H. O. Tuell auctioneer.
Indlai
of
competition in the telephone business. oondition of the traditional good
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COW-OIL ENE

Harness I

Pftrlfc .Tone 90, to tbe wife of L. Harry
ton.

In Romford falls, Jane 28, to the wife of Peter
Nadeaa, a daughter.
In Romford Fall·, June 19, to the wife of Tlmothy Parent, a eon.
in Rymford Falls, Jane 28, to the wife of
Daniel Stewart, a ion.
In RnmfOrd Fall·, Jane β, to the wife of AlLalllbertie, twin eoic. (Willie and
oeeph.)
In Rum ford FaHs, Jane 10, to tbe wife of E.
Gallant, a eon. (Aaaruste.)
In Rum ford Fall·, Jane 10, to the wife of Willie Wright, a son.
In Romford Falla, Jane 19, to tho wife of
Brneet Lavoie, a eon.
In Albany, to tbe wife of Geo. Camming*, a
daughter.
In Kesar Fall·, Jane IS, to the wife of Eugene

Harness!

flies.
It give· instant relief. Keeps cows making milk instead of fighting
It is harmless, healing, quieting, inexpensive, money-making, and humane.
and
Every dairyman has but to refer to his creamery records during the fly
vermin season to note the losses on account of this much-dreaded pest.
it
and
all
for
leaks,
We find the progressive dairymen to-day are watching
is through their demand for a solution that will overcome this expensive pest,

Harness I

Shonze

Posts.

Fly

Protect· your Cattle and Hortei from

we

Have you seen my line?
Don't buy before you see it.

put this

on

the market.

the skin or hair of
the animal,
fly
yet
What tries the patience more than flies? We despise them ourselves and
have to watch stock but a short time to see that they dread them as much as we.
will
please you.
My prices
Cow-Oil-Ene quiets the stock at once, and enables them to stand during
about my $10.00 milking time.
heard
Have
you
Edgecomb, a daughter.
The family horse and cow will derive as much benefit from its use as if they
In Byron, Jane 17, to the wife of F. A. Knapp, a harness ?
It's a Beauty.
to a large herd.
ton.
belonged
STATXD HBCTDIOt.
In Fryebur* Center, Jane 16, to the wife of
DIRECTIONS —To be applied with s brush, sponge, cloth, or common pump (prayer, inch
a chance to show you
is
I
ask
All
eon.
a
William
P.
of
Oxford
Chandler,
Lodgi 11
aa nearly every termer own·, at the base of the horn·, along the back to the root of the tall, around
F. A A.M. Regular meeting
In Bryant'· Pond, Jane 91, to the wife of
In season cover them with a light spray.
the neck aad foreqoartera, or wherever the file· gather.
No. 18, In Maaonlo Hall, Friday Bvenlng on oi
before
eon.
buy.
Boecoo
β
a
Arch
you
wan,
Oxford
fnil
Chapter
moon.
before
Boyal
FOB IALE BT
In Sweden, Jane 99, to the wife of Henry
So.M aaaenblea Wednesday Bvenlng. on o:

h°Reeolve^

fe.(«"■■»

themselves in

to hold a convention

the train arrived Tuesday morn
ing the ladies of the local W. C. T. U
gave the white ribboners a warm wei
as

&&BSSS$Si!SS

Portland made a
visit to his grandmother, Mrs.
rela- Hewett, last week. He has been engagledin teaching in St. Louis for some
time, but will enter Columbia University
next fall, to do work leading to the dePh. I>.
»· I gree of

calleti

She

charming place

and

I mI

After a
spend the
I week or two here,
I rest of the summer somewhere on the
I Maine coast.
·. r IkCoster and wife, formerly of
1· .ris have moved from WestMr. and Mrs. Oscar Royal are enjoy(
a visit from their son, Arthur T.
!
Mi-., to
relatives

W. L. Farrar.

J. P. Richardson.
F. H. Noyes Co.
W. O. ft ti. W. Frothlnghara.
Μη». B. A. Howe.
C. ti. Cartle.
Β. Y. Russell Λ Co.
J. Pierce.
F. A. Thayer.

a

Jnj

:f!ion.

s

Co.

The pretty little village of Buckfield
dressed in her very beet June attire, w

CHUKCHI·
9ccoti'1 Congregation·) Church, Her. B. t
Preaching servloe Sondai
Rldeont, Paator
Men1
10 40 a.
Sabbath School, 19Λ0
Ρ rayer Meeting at I JO; Social Meeting. 7 36 ι
M.; regular weakly Prayer Meeting, Thureda;
evening; T. P. 8. C. K. Meeting Friday erer
Ing7 JO.
Unlversallat Church, Rev. Caroline B. Angell
Pa*tor. Preaching aerrloe on Bandar, at 10Λ
T. P. C. C
A. ■·; Sabbath School, 18
meeting, 7 .Ό0 P. M.
Methodist Church, Ber. B. F. Pickett, Paaloi
Preaching tervlee, 10 JO Α. κ.; Sabbath School
1300 κ.; Social Bvenlng Meeting, 7:00 r. m.
meet
prayer meeting, Tuesday evening; claaa
Γη*, rrtday evening.
Pastoi
J.
A.
Rev.
Church.
Harding,
Baptist
Preaching service. 10 JO A. v.: Sabbath School
noon. Prayer Meeting 8unday evening7 r.H

^nd

5Sk

I Bodge

The following stores in South Pari;
will close for the day, July 4th, at I
o'clock a. m. :
W. D. Clark.
N. Dayton Bolster A
J. F. Plummer.

CONVJCK

Parii

K^pers,

Richardson is spending a
Mrs. J. G. Littlefield went Monday
with relatives and friends in
with a party of relatives and friends
-.1 other f^·
I from Norway to Falmouth Foreside,
I where they will occupy the O. G. Curtis
tv
I cottage for a few weeks.
.|Uite extensive repair» and
J. D. 11 av nee and wife spent a few
ίυιΙ'Π'Μ· "H-nts.
days last week visiting Mrs. Haynes'
I relatives in Sumner. The present week
I they will spend at Falmouth Foreside,
of hard "Ί»·"8 I where they have taken a cottage.
which he had seized.
No more revenue stamps on telegraph
harh- II Merrill has moved his h» I anil telephone messages, express receipts
from ι He Crockett place which lit I or bank checks, not to mention those
iato th* U
I other necessaries of life, chewing gum,
\ ».
I patent medicines and promissory notes.
High Street.
Mr. antl Mrs. L. J. Bodge and two
Hawkins" excelsior factory « no*
v
..Uior at a commercial rate. I children of Minneapolis are visiting Mrs.
γ

ι

χ,

1

RECENT

BUCKFIELD.

leowi

A. E. Morse gave readings at Mechanic
I Falls last Thursday evening under the
I auspices of the Red Men, and at Bethel
I Friday evening at an Odd Fellows' enI tertainment.
One

South

THE
AT

"^The

Mrs. Dora Greene spent Sunday in
iu Portland.
Mr.
Ν*. II., the guest of
I
Gorham,
at
Geo.
his
family
\ Kecord joined
who were for a time
Adams'
family,
week.
Β. Cri>. kett's last
I residents of South Paris.
Clarence G.
Pen \ F Hathaway and
Relief
Wm. K. Kimball Post and
".·■ ire at home front Colby College.
I Corps will have a basket picnic at
attended the I Electra Park on July Fourth. All old
Mr> James S. Wright
>>f Miss Alice l'uriugton at I soldiers and their wives are invited to

wt-«MinBethel Thursday.

in

FROM
TION

In

^ojking

visiting relatives!I evening.

Mi» Helen Barnes in

letters

W. Π. Dunham.
If Its Glenna cotton.
E. O. Harlow.
Mrs. Ravin M. Allen.

a

visiting

"
·,'Ρ *
<D#f·
lit 4)0 A * 3 3S Ρ· "·· 10:16 '■ M··
bolng
included). Sunday only. 10Û^
islly. Sunday

Advertised
1:

I July

ECHOES

BORN.

NORWAY.

county w. c. τ. υ.

In

Walter PUlsifer of Abington, Mass., it
visiting relatives here.

th Paris post orric*.
»
7:00 Α. M; j.OO A. ■. to
Hour» tf «0 to
soi

jwr-

The high school boye got their firs
I goose egg for the season at Mechanii
I Falls Saturday. Score, Mechanic Falli I
goo<l
17, South Paris High School 0.

A piano has recently been placed
Pythian Hall.

-.jht (Oifovd Scmocrat.

part

evening and

About fifteen drove over from

single carriages

Norway in

and returned Friday

morning.
C. F. Ridlon has had his house painted. Chaney and Henry did the work.
The new telephone and telegraph ltfTe
is being built by the New England
Telephone and Telegraph Co. from Norway to Waterford and Stoneham. Many
of the posts have been set already.
Mrs. Frank T. True of Council Bluffs,
Iowa, is visiting in this place for the
ϋβ^Κηνη

will

αλ.

Mr. Sanborn's
cupy the tenement over
store.
,,
C. E. Cragin of the Maine Médical
School at Brunswick is spending his vation on the Norway and Paris electrics.
Freeland J. and Hobley H. Morrison
are enjoying their visit with their grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. Freeland Howe,
at their cottage.
C. B. Cumminge & Sons are building
a first-class driveway to their mills east
of Bridge Street. They evidently know
how to build roads.
Mr. and Mrs. D. S. Sanborn attended
of their son Walter at
the

graduation

Brunswick and their daughter Agnes
from the Gorham Normal School.
A. S. Kimball, Grand Master of the
Grand Lodge of F. and A. M., attended
the centennial of Eastern Lodge, No. 7,
at Eastport last week.
The members of Harry Rust Poet, No.
and the relief corps, by inG. A.

Emerson, a ion.

In Bethel, June 99, Dr. Norman Gehring of
Cleveland, O., and Ml·· Bertha M. Wiley of
Bethel.
In West Pari·, July 1, by Rev. W. E. Brooks,
D. D.. Mr. Albert Κ .Baldwin of Tannton, Mass.,
and Mise El va J. Marshall of Weat Paria.
In Llvermore, June 95, by Rev. Frank H. Hall,
Mr. Fred E. Adklns of Llvermore and Miss Lizzie E. Marshall of Paris.
In South Paris, June 29, by Rev. A. W Pottle.
Mr. Arthur Augastlne Dasoombe of Auburn and
Miss Edna Wlnnefred Fannce.
In Hebron. June 98, by Rev. Frederick Newport, Mr. Alrov T. Hamilton of Auburn and
Mies 8 ad le A. whlttemore of Hebron.
In Norway, June 34, by Rev. Bates 8. Hideout,
Mr. Herbert A. Baçon and Miss Stella May
Bowker, both of Bryant's Pond.
In Norway. June 23, by Rev. Fr. James A.
Flynn, Mr. William A. Lewis and Miss Mary J.
Kenneally, both of Norway.
In Bethel, June 19. by Rt v. Arthur Varier, Mr.
George Jacobus of Garden City and Mite Marion
Elise Chapman of Bethel.
In West Paris, June 92, by Rev. R. A. Rich,
Rev. Ernest L. Hooper of Auburn and Miss

Florence S. Farnum of New Gloucester.
In Bridgton, June 90, bv Rev. A. W. Taylor,
Mr. Irvin* E. Brown of Norway and Miss Annie Corrille Walker of Bridgton.
In Bethel, June 27, by Rev Wesley K. Woodbury. assisted by Rev. Arthur Varley, Mr. John
Voorhls Holt of Andover, Mass., and Miss
A lloe Purington of Bethel.

9*»
IS
Colds,

afternoon was not very largely atE. F. Smith, Esq., was elected
moderator. After a discussion of the
question of building a new road along
the lake side it was voted to pass ovei
the article.

day

tended.

FULL PRICE FOR THE EMPTY
BOTTLE.

If Cleveland's Lung Healer doesn'l
your cough return the empty bot
Bui
tie and get all your money back.
It hat
it will cure you. It never fails.
cured thousands of cases which othei
remedies failed to relieve the slightest
Don't wait until the persistent cold 01

cure

distressing cough develop into fatal con
sumption. We will give you a trial bot
tie of this wonderful remedy free. Larg<
bottle, 25 cent*. E. P. Parlin, Soutl
Paris; Williamson 4 Kimball, Norway
ΑΙΒΠ7ΑΙ· MEETIIte.
MARKET

SQUABS BOILDIKG ASSOCIATION.

The annnal meeting of the stockholder· of IΛ
Market Square Bull·In* Amo lmUon will be bel
at the offlee of the Trwuurer In South Part·, ο
TimiliT
oeeoaj, July 16th. at 1 o'clock p. m.
M. AT WOOD,

bEO^OK

Clerk and Treasure!
Sooth Pari», Me., July 1,1901.

nones.
In the District Court of the United States tor th
District of Maine. In Bankruptcy.
In the matter of
)
In Bankruptcy
BOT MOOBE, of
)
Canton. Btnkrupt.
In the Count
of
creditor·
Moore,
Boy
To the
of Oxford and dUtrict aforeeald :
Notice U hereby given that on tbe nth day (
June, A. D. 1901, the said Boy Moore wi
duly adjudicated bankrupt, and that the fln
meeting of hi· creditor· will be held at the Çoui
HouseTln South Paris, on the Mth day of Jul]
αΠΓι901, at 10 o'clock In the forenoon, at whlc
time the aald creditor· may attend, prove the
daims, appoint a trustee, examine the bankru]
and transact such other buslneee as mky prope
ly oo me before said meetln*.
South Paris, July 1st, 1901.
GEO. A. WILSON,
Beferee In Bankruptc

(

Ν,

was duly Adjudicated bankrupt, and that the first
meeting of his creditor· will be held at the Court
House, In 8outh Paris, on the 94th day of July,
A. D. 1901, at 10 o'clock In the forenoon,at which
time the said creditors may attend, prove their
claims, appoint a trustee, examine the bankrupt

In the District Court of the United States for
the District of Maine. In Bankruptcy.
In the matter of
)
In Bankruptcy.
WILLIAM N. PRATT,
)
Milton Plantation,

Bankrupt.
To the creditors of William N. Pratt In the
County of Oxford and district aforesaid :
Notice Is hereby given that on the 22nd day of
June, A. D. 1901, the said William N. Pratt
was duly adjudicated bankrupt, and that the first
meeting of nla creditors will be held at the Court
House, In South Paris, on the 21th day of July,
A. D. 1901, at 10 o'clock In the forenoon, at whl-h F.
time the said creditors may attend, prove their
claims, appoint a trustee, examine the bankrupt
and transact such other business as may properly come before said meeting.
South Paris, June 28th, 1901.
GEO. A. WILSON,
Referee In Bankruptcy.

Fryeburg

New, Fresh Stock of
Fire Crackers, Torpedoes,

To the Selectmen of the Town of Pari» :
The undersigned, "Eastern
G> nti.kmkn :
Telephone Company," desiring to extend Its
lines In the Town of Parle, respectfully petitions
cour Honorable Board for a written permit to
construct its lines, erect its poles, and stretch
wlits and c iblee, for all its purposes, upon and
along the following named highways and public
roads and streets of said town. The said poles to
be erected under the supervision of such officers
as «aid town may designate.
The following are the streets and highways
above referred to :
Pleasant Street, Market Square to Norway line,
Maine Street from Market Square to Hebron and
al«o District No 1 to Ox font Line, Oxford Street,
Highland St., Brook St., Hill St., High St, extending to west Paris, Park St., Gothic St.,
Porter St., Maple St., Church St., Skllllngs and
Wee em Ave., Gary St.. Alpine St, and old
Rumford Road, "Stony Brook" road to Buckfleld line, road from 8outh Paris to Paris Hill,
thence to West Paris, Paris Hill to Buckfleld
line, road from Paris Hill via No. 4 Hill to Hebron Une, West Paris to North Paris to Sumner
line. Trap Corner to Woodstock line, TuellTown
road Pans Hill via Partridge District to Sumner
line, road from High St. via Κ. E. Records to
Rumford Road through Dean Neighborhood also
Forbes District road.
EASTERN TELEPHONE COMPANY,
By Maynard S. Bibd, General Mgr.

At the

Regulation·

For a period of four years from
July 1st, 1901, It shall be unlawful for any per
son'or party or occupants of any boat, canoe, raft
or other vessel or contrivance propolled
steam, electricity, hand or other power, Individually or collectively, to c«tch by still or
of fltB
fishing, so called, more than ten
In any one day In all,In Rangeley Lake, RichardLake or Cnpsupllc
son Lake,
Lake, known as the Rangeley Chain of Lakes.
Provided, however, that It shall be lawful to
take one llsh however much it may weigh, and
further that a person or party lawfully
ehlng may take one llsh additional when haviug caught that day less than ten pounds.
Section a. Η shall be unlawful, under the
conditions named In 8ectlon 1, to have In possession In any one day, more than one flsh, or
ten pounds of flsh, caught or taken from said
waters.
Dated this twelfth day of Jane, A. D. 1901.

pounds

by
plug

Mooselucmaguntfc

Srovided

CARLETON.
) Commissioners of
HENRT O. STANLEY,} Inland Fisheries
CHAS. E. OAK,
) and Game.
L. T.

STATE

OF

MAINE.

PUBLIC NOTICE.
conformity with the provisions of Chapter
forty-two of the Public Ls rt of eighteen hundred and ninety-nine, and upon the petition of
five or more cltliens of the 8tate, and deeming It
for the beat Interest of the State, the Commissioner· of Inland Fisheries and Game, after due
notice to all persons Interested In the subject
matter of said petition, and public bearing thereon lirtfee locality to be affected, and deeming It
necessary and proper for the protection and
flab of the State, herepreservation of the Inland
needful Rules and Reguby adopt the followingtimes
and places In which
to
the
lations relating
and the circumstances nnder which Inland flsh
In
waters
of Whitney and
the
be
taken
may
Hon an Ponds In the County of Oxford, also
In
of
the
Pond
Androscoggin.
County
Tripp
Bales and Reflations
Section 1. In addition to the general laws relating to Ashing and taking of flsh In Whitney
and Hogan Ponds, In the lows of Oxford ana
County of Oxford, and Tripp Pond, In Poland In
the County of Androscoggin, It shall be unlawful to kill any white perch In either of said ponds
which doea not measure eight Inches In length
from tip of noae to tip of tall, or any black basi
that doea not measure twelve Inches In length
from tip of noae to tip of tall.
Section 2. It alufl be unlawful for any person, camping party or family to kill or carry
away more than twenty perch In all In any one
day, or ten black bass In any one day, from
said ponds.
8KCTION 8. It shall be unlawful to flsh for any
kind of flsh In any way In any of the tributaries
to either of said ponla.
Section 4. These rales and regulations shal
take effect on July 1st, ▲. D71901, and contlnui
In force for four year·.
Dated thla 24th day of Jane, A. D. 1901.
L. T. CARLETON,
) Commissioners o:
Inland Fisheries
HENRY O.
and Game.
CHAS. E. OAK,
)

F. A. SHURTLEFF & CO.

F. A. SHURTLEFF & CO.

«

for Hot Weather ?

Prepared

Are You

♦

j

BLUE 8TORE8.

We are now ready to show you a nice line of Summer
Wearables. How much better and easier one may work if properly clothed. A nicc

GEO. A. WILSON,
Referee In Bankruptcy.

to all persons and eo'poratlons interested In the
and In
subject matter of said original petition
said location, that Wednesday, the fourteenth
In
o'clock
nine
at
D.
1901,
(14) day of August, A.
In
tbe forenoon, and tbe hotel of John A. French
commitsaid
by
been
bave
appointed
Andover,
tee the time and place to act upon said subject
matter, and for the performance of the service
authorized and directed under a commission to
said committee duly Issued In the premises
the 23rd day
by said Supreme Judicial Court on
of Hay Α. II. 1901.
24th
this
day of June,
Given under our hands
A. D. 1901.

We sell them for

but

always

are

They

$5 and $6.50.
dressy.

neat and

not

are

only

comfortable,

at all prices are to be always found at our
Thin Coats, both light and dark shades, 50c to $2.75.
Straw Hats, Summer Underwear, Duck Trousers, Fancy
Hosiery, Belts and Soft Bosom Shirts are constantly in stock.
Try us. We will try to suit you.

Crash Suit*

stores.

Noyes Company,

F. H.

NORWAY.

SOUTH PARIS,

♦

♦

CAMERAS AT COST
to close out stock

fore

I

EDWARD E. HASTINGS,
TA8CU8 ATWOOD,
ALMON YOUNG.

Miss

buying·

on

-

line.

Spring

our

Libby,

hand be-

Norway, Maine.

SUPPLIES, Printing Paper» a Speoialty.

PHOTO

Marked Down Sale of

There Is

«

shoe for every need, for every
taste, and for every foot in

a

Trimmed Hats and Bonnets.
Call and

see our

prioe·.

Special Sale of Fancy-neck-ribbons.
The

w/

They are made in special shapes,
at
to give ease and comfort, and
the same time a graceful, stylish

of foot.
appearance to every type
use
what
for
No matter
of ocfootneed
woman
a
casion
may
find in the
wear, she cannot fail to
variety some-

"Queen Quality"
thing to suit her requirements.
Always

One Price

OXFORDS

new

quality

Ssya# *>* fVaM&Y

at

quilt edge
25

in latest

MRS. E. A. HOWE,

&
w.

p.

PHOTOGRAPHIC
SUPPLIES !

Kail order* promptly

MBS NELLIE BLOOD,
No. ao Main 8k, Soud* Paris.

S2.50

Desirable Farm For Sale
REAR PARIS HILL·.

to suit
1 offer for sale, either entire or In lots
farm
the purchaser, the Capt. Cyrus H. Ripley
Hill
Paris
situated about one-half mile from
will
and
fields
pastures
village. The buildings,
sell
to
Uke
Would
be sold separately if desired.
If
Is
cut
the
possible.
hay
before
the fields
ATWOOD.
M.
Inquire of OEOBGB

La Senorifa.

Dr. Prudant Bedard
will be In bis office on

Brown Street, Norway, Me.,
and
all day Thursday, Friday, Saturday
Sunday of each week.
Art In

*

Shoemaklng.
Exact

Reproduction of this Style Shoe.

j. F. Plummer,
SOUTH ΡΑΒΙβ.

OoolL Wanted.
Good cook wanted, at the
ANDREWS HOUSE,
South Paris.

cent

Wanted.

home and
A woman to do housework. A Agood
middle aged
good pay to the right person.
woman preferred.
Address W. F. BOBINSON,
U Wlblrd 8t., Portsmouth Ν. H.

For Sale.
on ΡΑΒΙ* BILL·.
sit
A bouse of fourteen rooms, pleasantly
ited.
For particulars Inquire of
MBS. J. A. JACKSON,
Parts Hill, Maine.

South

Pari·, Me.

Good man wanted in this locality by
Λ.Τ. Morris, Cincinnati, 0. Write me I

For Sale!

iiiAim,

93 Wain St., South Pari», Iff*.
WANTED.
dresses, and aprocr,

$3.00

shade·, regular 33

cts.

Plain sewing, children's
at reasonable prices,

In

STANLEY,}

#

South Paris, Maine,

It appearing that upon tbe petition of C. F.
Goodridge and others, citizens of the towns of
Rimford, Roxbury and Andover, In the County
of Oxford, In the year 1900, to the County Commissioners of said County of Oxford, representing that neither common convenience nor public
necessity require the building of the road as
located between the isthmus road In Kumford,
so called, In a westerly direction through Swain's
Notch and the westerly line of the town of Roxbury. ami known as the "Swain Notch" location,
and leading from Andover to Rumford Falls,
and praying that the same be discontinued
between tbe two said limits, the said County
Commissioners, after due notice and hea'lng,
adjudged and determined that common convenience and necessity did not require said road
and discontinued the same as prayed for. And
It further appearing that the inhabitants of
Andover, by their selectmen, L. R. Hall and
Fred S. Smith, duly authorized by vote of said
town, who appeared at said bearing, at a term of
the 8uprome Judicial Court, begun and holden
at Parts, within and for the County of Oxford,
on tbe second Tuesday of February, A. D. 1901,
dulv entered their appeal from the said decision
said
ana adjudication, and that the Justice of
Court, holden as aforesaid,
Supreme Judicial
to
committee
a
duly appointed the undersigned
act upon the subject matter of said appeal, and
Mid
or
In
whole,
to affirm or reverse, In part
decision and adjudication, notice is hereby given

PUBLIC NOTICE.

Bulea and

of

To all Persons and Corporation·.

STATE OF RI UNE.

Section 1.

Pharmacy

F. A. Shurtleff & Co.,

NOTICE.

—

Town ok Paris, June 29th, 1901.
Upon the foregoing petition, ordered that public notice thereof be given bv printing copies of
this petition with this order thereon. In the Oxford Democrat, said notice to be at least 14 days
before the 10th day of July, A. D. 1901, on
which day at ten o'clock In the forenoon, at the
Selectmen's office In said town, a public hearing
will be held, when residents p.nd owners of
property upon the highways, townways and
4ti eete to be affected thereby, and all other persons Interested, shall have full opportunity to
ihow ciut-e why such permit erould not be
granted.
And we, the said Selectmen, endorse thereon
that no personal notice or other notice than the
above Is neoessary to be given by the petitioner·)
to the residents and owners of property to be
affected thereby.
ALPHEUS D. ANDREWS,(Selectmenof
FRANK BENNETT.
\ the town
FRANKLIN MAXIM,
( of Paris.

Sky Rockets,

TUESDAY, WEDNESDAY AND TDVRNDAT, JILT ad, 3d a»d 4th,

Paris, June 28, 1901.

NOTICE.

F. A. SHURTLEFF & CO.

A. SHURTLEFF & CO.

PAPER CAPS, PISTOLS, BLANK CARTRIDGES AND EVERYTHING NEEDED TO CELEBRATE The Glorious Fourth, on sale

at which time the said
forenoon,
may attend, prove their claim*,

....

Maine.

-Parle,

South.

Roman Candles,

creditors

South

SQUARE,

35 MARKET

and
the
Graduate of the Chicago appointa trustee, examine as Bankrupt
may properly
transact such other business
Eye, Ear, Nose and Throat come
before said meeting.
College.

Will be at ELM HOUSE, NORWAY,
Exact date announced later.
About Aug. 1.
At Bridgton Office
July 9-10
At
July 11
Office,

at

lowest prices for GOOD GOODS.

I

of}

In the

Bolster à Co.'s

Bakes, Forks, Stones and Rifles,

NOTICE.

Oculist.

Dayton

Scythes, Snaths, Rakes, Drag·

TENNEY,

I Cfrr,C

The damage done by fire was slight ae
Mr. Marston was at hand and extinguished it at once.
The special town meeting held Satur-

In the District Court of the United Stetee for I
the District of Maine. In Bankruptcy.
In the matter of
)
In Bankruptcy.
DAVID A. NOBLE, of
Bum ford, Bankrupt.
J
To the creditors of David A. Noble. In the
County of Oxford nnd district aforesaid :
Notice Is hereby given that on the 32nd day of
June. A. D. 1801, the said David A. Noble

S

__

struck B. W. Marston s
barn in Yagger during the thunder
shower Thursday afternoon. A valuable
heifer calf was killed and the hay fired.

NOTICE.

In the District Court of the United States for
the District of Maine. In Bankruptcy.
)
In the matter of
In Bankruptcy.
CHARLES W. VERRILL,

vitation of Mrs. Edwin Morse, hold a
In conformity with the provisions of Chaprer
picnic at Mrs. Morse's place on Pike Hill foitv-two of the Public Laws of eighteen hun
upon the petition of
Tuesday. The attendance was large and •Ireil and ninety-nine, and
live or more cluxens of the State, and deeming it
all reported an excellent time.
of
the
the
best
Interest
State, the Commlsfor
W. L. Sanborn has accepted a position Hloners of Inland Fisheries and Game, after due
Co.
In the subject
Steamboat
Interested
Eastern
all
to
the
notice
for
persons
as purser
matter of said petition, and public hearing thereBenjamin F. Faunce, son of F. W. on
In the locality to be affected, and deeming It
Faunce, recently graduated from the necusoary and proper for the protection and
Maine University, lias a position in Har- pieservatlon of the Inland fish of the State, hereadopt the following needful Rules and Regurisburg, Pa., in the machine shop of the by
lations relating to the times and pinces In which
Harrisburg Engine Co.
and the circumstances under which Inland flsh
The employment of Horace Sanborn may be taken In the waters of Rangeley Lake.
Lake. Moo*clucaaguntlc Lake anu
as night watchman gives marked satis- Richardson
ae ,he Rangeley Chain
^&^e>
faction. He is an excellent man for the

position.
The lightning

NORWAY.

91 Main St.,

HeadAre the Beat remedy for
ache and Grippe. They break up a Cold
of}1
Greenwood. Bankrupt.
qulokly, move the bowels gently, carryW. Verrill in
ing off fever and other poisonous matter To the creditors ofandCharles
district aforesaid :
from the system. Guaranteed to "cure. the County of Oxford
22ml day of
on
the
that
Notice
Is
hereby given
Try them. 26 cents. For sale by
■Iune, A. D. 1901, the said Charles W. Verrill
A Shurtleff A Co.; A. Dudley, Bryant's Pond; I iras duly adjudicated bankrupt, and that the
first meeting of his creditors will be held at the
Orln Stevens, Oxford.
Court House, in South Paris, on the 24th day of
July, A. I). 1901, at 10 o'clock in the forenoon,
NOTICE.
at which time the said creditors may attend,
he
L
that
notice
rove their claims, appoint a trustee, examine
The subscriber hereby gives
le bankrupt and transact such other business
nas been duly appointed exccu(or of tbe last
1
as
of
testament
will and
may properly come before said meeting.
South Paris, June 28,1901.
SARAH C. STEVENS, late of Fryeburg,
GEO. A. WILSON.
m the County of Oxford, deceased, and given
Referee In Bankruptcy.
bonds as tbe law directs. All persons having
lemands against the estate of said deceased are 1
and
NOTICE.
for
the
same
settlement,
leslred to present
ill indebted thereto are requested to make pay- In the District Court of the United States for the I
ment Immediately.
District of Maine. In Bankruptcy.
DANIEL A. IRISH.
June 18th, 1901.
In the matter of
)
FRED D WALDO, of
} In Bankruptcy.
LOST.
Rum ford, Bankrupt, 1
D.
Waldo. In the
of Fred
In South Paris, a bunch of four keys on a ring. | To the creditors
of Oxford and district aforesaid :
Kinder will be suitably repaid for bis trouble If | County
22nd day of
on
the
that
Notice Is hereby given
ho will leave them at tbe Democrat office.
June, A. D. 1901, the said Fred D. Waldo
the first
that
and
was duly adjudicated bankrupt;
meeting of his creditors will be held at the
DR. AUSTIN
Court House, In South Paris, on the 24th
day of July, A. D. 1901, at 10 o'clock

R.,

58,

HAYING TOOLS

Tucker Hsrnesi Store,

Bankruptcy.

BAUER'S
A

Proprietor,

NOTICE.

1

SOUTH PARIS.

NEXT DOOR TO POST OFFICE,

and transact such other business as may properly come before said meeting.
South Paris, June 38,1901.
GEO. A. WILSON.
Boferee In

DIED.
In Paris, Jane 29, Mrs. Harriet N., widow of
Jonathan Clifford, aged 75 years.
In Woodstock, June 21, Mrs. Caleb Besse.
In Norway, June 25, Mrs. Hannah J. Harris,
*ged 69 years, 10 months, 16 days.
In Ilyrun, June 22, John 8. Mitchell, aged 68
years.

is absolutely harmless and will not injure
compound
is effective as a
and
repellant.

Ernest P. Parlin, The Druggist,

James N. Favor,

MARRIED.

The

A

Can be

good phaeton.

seen

at

residence of
MRS. T. H. BROWN,
Paris Hill.

A LOW PRICE
—

Wool

ON

—

Carpets

DURING THB MONTH OP

January,
to close out odd

patterns and clean

up stock.

Chas. F. Ridlon,
Corner Main and Danforth

NORWAY,

·

Sts.v

MAINE.

fJJHËÉLEt

homemakebs· column.
Interact to the ladle·
Oorraapoodeaee on topic· of
1* solicited. AUilraaa: Kdltor Homuuuv
Column, Oxford Democrat. Parla, Maine.
For Bilious and Nervous Disorders, such
Wind sndiPain in the Stomach, Sick Headache,
Giddiness, Fulness and Swelling after meals,Diilinessand Drowsiness, Cold Chills, Flushings of
Hest, Loss of Appetite, Shortness of Breaih,C©etiveness, Blotches on the Skin, Disturbed Sleep,
Frightful Dreams, and all Nerrous and Trembling Sensations, etc. These silmcnts all srise
from a disordered or sbused condition of the
stomach and liver.
0Meka·'· WW·, taken as directed, will
quickly restore Females to complete health. They
promptly remove any obstruction or irregularity
of the system. For a
ss

South Paris.

Pianos and Organs,
Piano Stools,

lSa-Rk*Mk«ld.
Across: 1. A kind of vessel having one
2. A feminine name. 3.
mast only.
Striking effect. 4. A feminine name. S.
Abounding with seeds.
Down: 1. A letter. 2. An exclamation.
3. A number. 4. At one time. 5. Small
medicinal balls. Θ. Freedom from pain;
facility. 7. To fasten. 8. A madtuline
nickname. 9. A letter.
No.

Weak Stomcfc, Impaired Digestion, 54ck
Headache. Disordered Uvar. etc..
they act like magic—a few doses will work wonders upon the Vital Organa ; Strengthening the
Y Muscular System, res wring the long-lost Complexion, bringing back the ke«™ edge of Appetite,
withtheABNMIV Or ##··*■
and

Covers

Paulf.
Long double H, E, A and Τ
And brown U, R, E, F and Ζ
Gonxalo longed for, tempest tossed,
When all was given up as lost.
Mo.

arising

tffirfiTg tevenufey

are specially
off
frame. For
renowned. These are" facts" admitted by thouone of the
and
of
in
all
classes
society,
sands,
best guarantees to »he Nervous and Debilitated
that SeecAsm's PfHm harm thm
Uuvm·* S»im of mny Ratmt *«»/·

-AND-

Books.

Instruction

cinm ht thm Wmi-idT Thi* ham hmmm
thm <w^W—tj—>1
mmhtmvmd

-ATReecham's Pllh have for many years tec· Ac
popular family medicine wherever the English
language Is spoken, and they now stand without

Reasonable Prices.

rival.
10 cents sad 25 cents, at all drug
Annual sale β,ουο,ουο boxes.

a

We Do all Kinds of....
JOB PRINTING.

stores.

^

Atwood & Forbes, South Pari·.

?

are

better than

Fill the bottles with

paint.

glaa»ful oontrlbutea to good

Drink It nott·. Κ very

work easy. make a smooth surface, Hod itiiy one can apply them to
walls, ceilings, inside woodwork, panMany
tries, kitchens and furniture.
The surface is nonbeautiful tinte.
and
be
and
can
bright
absorbent
kept
clean by wiping with a damp cloth.
lkin't pay fancy prices when your <lea 1er will

They

you "Sate uni a Interior
name price as ordinary paint.

furnish

Chlca«ot

the

S. P. MAXIM <fc SON,

MAIAK.

MM Til PARIS,

complexion,

makes rosy

checks. Make
it at home

• gallons
HeentSL
Daaieia,
writ· tor
Mg offer.

M'f'g Co.,

Also Floor i'aint, Floor Varnish, Coach
Muralo. «te.,
and Spar Varnish,
Masury's Railroad and Liquid l'aint».
For sale by

blood, clean

the

Enamel·" at the

Made by Heath & Milligan

I'arlflee

health.

h'KKK Color canl atxl our booklet, "How to
FurKefurnlsh the Home Without Buytii* New

niture."

HIRES.

Rootbeer I

|

«

The staunch an 1 elegant steamers, "Gov.
leave
Dtngley" ami "Bay State" alternately
Kranktln Wharf, Portland, an<! Indîa Wharf,
Included.
Sun·
lays
Boston, at ".<*> I* Μ., tally,
These steamer· meet every demand of modern
steamship service In safety, speed. comfort and
luxury or traveling.
Through ticket» for Providence, Lowell,
Worcester, New York, etc.
J. If. L1SCOM B. General Manager.
T. M. Bartleft, Agent.

Co·

mirem

I

BOSTON

E. Hire·

Nasal

CATARRH

In all Its étapes there

should be (.ioaa.mc-8.

Elj*s Cream Balm

5|v·
Φ tl*

cleanses, aootbes and hc:ila
the diseased meaibr..».e.
It cures catarrh ail '.drive
«way a coM la the head

quickly.
C

aUm is placed Into the nostrils, spreads
th* r-^nbrane and Is absorbed. Relief la im::ο tnd α cote follows. It Is not drying—does
"Jucssoeexiui;. Large Size, 50 eents at Druf

ri iuii

over

'iicdi

imt;

10 centa by mail
ELY UUOTlIKliS, 00 Warren Street. New Tork.

gists or by mail ; Trial Sue,

PARKER'S
BALSAÛ

HAIR

and b«*uiifU· th· htg I
Clear.
I
I
it·
a luxuriant growth.
Kavar ralla to Baatora Orayl
II air to lta Youthful Color.
a
hair
diaaam
tailing.
Cura· «-alp

'Γ-hLE

TOY UPHOPHOHE.

I

iOc.aadglWM

Samuel Richards,
Watchmaker anil

Expert

Optician.

Practical

MAINE.

^OUTH PARIS,

CMldbood's Greatest Entertainer
Most Fascinating of all Toys
Mmm tk«n>

<re

A TOY
SN>S V18SIRV

The Point

ikildrro there should also be

lM—What Bird Τ
What bird is described to each selected

quotation?

L
Even th« blackest of them all
Renders good eervkw as your men-at-

ORAPHOPHONE
SOMjH

PtAYS BWI) Ml SIC

RiPUIS HI11 hi R (iOOM KîltMt

arme,

Crushing the beetle In his coat of mall
And cryian havoc on the slug and enalL

S

Send 51.30 and the TOY will be
delivered e\prevs«ige

II.
With arched neck
Between her white wings,

prepaid.

proudly,

Mill Ρ

BO YEARS'

EXPERIENCE

Patents
I HAUL

and for 40 years
the fact has beco

daily proved and

Λητοηβ sending a
quickly ascertain our opinion free whether
invention is probably patentable. Communie·Uona strictly eooddeiitlaL Handbook on i'ateuta
•ont free, iMest agency for securing patents.
Patents taken through Muun Jt Co. rwwlTe
tptcinl ·otic', without chante, ta the

Brtl litters "I. F."

oa

at

Hobbs'

New Yort
&
MUKN
Branch Offlce, β» Κ St, Washington. D. U

Variety

ONE DOLLAR

Store.

$1.00 CASH

Octavo volumes will be
Delivered Free Into your Home- The
balance you can pay in small monthly
installments. But

Superb

Which art Is
hling α thistle,

plant somewhat resemportion of the head of

a
α

No. lOtt

Papers

Wall

Scientific American.

Britannica

No. 1β8.—A Pew Art·.

Yellow label.

new

A handsomely Illustrated weekly. I-areest ctr.
of any solentlflc Journal. Terms, S3 a
year; four months, »L Sold by all newsdealers.

Encyclopaedia

ver-

which is used for food?
Which art is crafty, deceitful?
Which art is guileless?

culation

The New Werner
Edition of the....

I IL
As coy and wild
As haggards of the rock!

ified. The True' L F."
Atwuod's Bitters.

mMwno

Designs
CoPVRICHÎS AC.
sketch and description may
an

30

rows

mantling

Her «tale with oary feet

164 Tremont St., BOSTON.

FOR

tiappiest results. The particular novelty
Chat is to be noted in this Exposition is
liscovered in the fact that in its exterior
materials containing
Ho. *aO_DftftBko»d.
peas, or in any
ispect it is a radical departure from
name of the yeast
The
generic
former expositions. The buildings are
sugar.
L In Naples.
plant is saccharomyces, which really arranged upon a harmonious and well2. A fur tippet.
means a plant living on sugar or needing
court set8. Praiseworthy.
For leveloped plan, producing
and vistas of very
4. A beverage.
sugar for its propor development.
charming
tings
arc
this reason fruits canned with sugar
character.
The use of molded staff
ft. In Naples.
much more liable to fermentation than work and decorative sculpture upon the
those simply canned in water.
No. 1β1<—Ccatial Aeroatte.
buildings and at all salient points within
All the words described contain the
the courts, the liberal employment of
When rightly
same number of letters.
POWDERS ABE IN- hydraulic and fountain features, the
ALL rBESEBVINO
another
below
one
floral and garden effects, the exquisite
guessed a ad written
JURIOUS.
In the order hese given, the central letcolorings of buildings and architectural
and
fruits
in
Amerboth
with
date
To be successful
ters will give an important
ornaments, and the illumination of the
ican history.
vegetables, surgical or absolute cleanli- whole with more than 300,000 electric
Cross words: 1. A sylvan goddess. 2. ness must be observed. This does not tamps, combine to make a picture of
An equestrian. 3. The salted ilesh of a mean simply washing and wiping the unsurpassed loveliness.
The musical
pig. 4. Stoues. 6. A juicy fruit. 0. A cans; it means to have them absolutely Features are also of great importance
8. sterile, sufficiently heated to kill anycross, ill tempered woman. 7. An elf.
Mid interest. The exhibit divisions are
Birds which are the symbols of gentle- thing that may fall into or upon them very complete and embrace the gamut of
from the air. To be still more explicit: industrial, scientific and artistic activiness. 9. A young person.
If the vegetables have been cooked in ties of the people of the Western Hemithe jars, and you have neglec'ed to ad- spere. The Midway, claimed to be the
No. 102.—An Octagon.
just the rubbers previous to cooking, greatest in the world, has more than a
• · · ·
and you put on the rubbers after taking mile of frontage. The restaurant featthe jars from the boiler or sterilizer, ures are perfect and the Exposition, so
millions of far as human
there may be, perhaps,
ingenuity and the wise exmicroscopic plants on one rubber; penditure of money can accomplish such
and in a few days the whole can will be & work, is complete to the last detail.
tilled with fermentation.
Washing or
Buffalo, too, is an ideal city for an exwiping the rubber would in no way pre- position, having a summer climate that
vent it; it must be heated sufficiently to is tempered by the breeze from Lake
kill any germs that are fastened to it. Eric and, therefore, the most comfortNew rubbers are necessary each year.
able in which one may enjoy his summer
β · * ·
Another word of caution will, perhaps, outing. The people of the city have
no
1. A rich man of the Bible in whose be wise. All preserving po· dors,
prepared themselves in a most ample
matter under what name they are sold, way to entertain millions of guests durfields maidens and others gleaned.
are more or less injurious to digestion.
the Exposition. The private dwell2. The chief god of the Greeks.
material ing
3. John G., un American humorous Common sense teaches that a
ings throughout the city have been
or
a
of
that will prevent the life
plant,
thrown open to the public and, in view
poet.
4. Au explorer who antedated Colum- kill a plant, and prevent all formenta ion, of the ample accommodations,
very
also
prevent perfect moderate rates will prevail so that every
will, naturally,
bus uud colonized Greenland.
are
not
New
These
in
lived
preparations
visitor may have such accommodations
5. Two poet sisters who
digestion.
York city nnd «lied within six months of wholesome. Better do without.canned as he is willing to pay for. He may
to risk
than
the
winter
in
have the palatial quarters of the fine
other.
each
vegetables
U. A royal house founded by Edmund one's health.
hotels, or the quiet restfulness of a
Plantagenet.
pleasant home. The average rate for
7. The chief timber in a boat.
Exposition
Ml'ST BE accommodations near the
VEGETABLES
FBU1TS AND
& An Euglish essayist and humorist.
grounds is about $1.00 per night for
FRESH.
with
to
25c.
50c.
added for
lodging,
The process of canning different fruits breakfast, it being expected that guests
No. 1 «3.—Picture Pnule.
souwd
varies but little. Select perfectly
will take their other meals upon the
and fresh fruits, and they may be canned Exposition grounds. A number of rewith or without sugar. Sugar takes no sponsible companies have organized to
part whatever in their preservation, and find accommodations for visitors at any
frequently causes fermentation. All price they may desire to pay. The
fruits should be lightly cooked, that they oflices of these companies are centrally
It is located and this
uiay retain their natural tlavor.
system of management
wise to fill the jars to overflowing. As promises to bring very satisfactory rethe liquid cools it will condense, leaving sults to all concerned.
a space at the top of the jar.
Wash the jars, rubbers and tops; adRAPID COURTSHIP.
just the rubbers on tho jars. Throw the
to
and
into
cold
bring slowly
water,
tops
IT'S A WONDER THE WOMAN DIDN'T
boiling point, and allow them to stand
HAVE a CLEBGYMAN IN WAITING.
in this boiling water until you are ready
to use them. They must be thoroughly
covered with water. Twirl the jars also
It was the second time that tho horo
in boiling water. Be sure that you of the story had accompanied the young
plunge the whole jar down, filling it en- lady home. She asked liim if lie
tirely, or it will crack. Look over the wouldn't come in. He said t o would.
fruit very carefully; wash, put it into
Sarah took his hat, told him to sit
the jars; adjust the rubbers, stand the down, and left the room.
of
bottom
the
a
wash-boiler,
jars in
She was hardly gone before her mothwhich has been protected with a rack or er came in, smiled sweetly, and dropping
the
of
wood.
Surround
partjars
strips
down beside the young man, said :
ly with cold water, put on the lids
"I always did say, that if a *>oor but
loosely, do not fasten them down. Cover respectable young man fell in lovo with
the boiler, and bring to boiling point. our Sarah he should have my consent."
Boil the small fruits ten minutes after
The young man started with alarm.
they begin to boil. You may now fill
"She has acknowledged to me that she
What household article is here repre- two
the
jars from a third to allow for
loves you," continued the mother, "and
sented 7—New York Journal.
condensation.
whatever is for her happiness is for
No.

is

We have many

patterns

paper and border your
50

cents.

A
A
A
A

CI tie*.

kind of carpet—A city in Belgium.
child's game—A city in Denmark.
vegetable bean—A city in Peru.
Bible character—A city in Minne-

sota.

Part of a vessel—A city in Englaud.
African beasts—A city in France.

Key to tfc· Pnamler.
1. Pate.
No. 147.—Metagrum: Mate.
2. Lotte. 3. Date. 4. Rate. 5. Hate. 0.
Gate. 7. Pate.
No. 148.—Illustrated Couuudrum: They
are going to sail 'em (Salem).
No. 14U.—Hiddlemeree: Chimpanzee.
No. 150.—Transpositions: O'er, roe, ore;
own, now, won; d'ye, dey, dye; eat, tea,
ate; ram, arm, mar; are, era, ear.
No. 151.—Anagrams: 1. Overcoats. 2.
Pantaloons. 3. Trousers. 4. Waistcoat.
5. Newmarkets. C. Polonaise. 7. Kaplan.
No. 152.—Numerical Enigma: Iufer,
that will
Iner, fern.
for
room
No. 153.—Word Bquare< 1. June. 2.
Ural. 3. Nags. 4. Else.
No. 154.—Enigma: Turnstile.
No. 155.—Changed Words: 1. Cart,
2. Gold, sold, lost,
wart, wait, wain.
3. Lute, late, hate, hart,
dost, dust.
harp. 4. Pen, pin, kin, ink. 5. Ben, ten,
ton, Tom. 0. Wool, solo, soil, silk. 7.
Part, mart, meat, meet. 8. Earl, lake,
Luke, duke.
No. 13β.—Hivers In France: 1. Tarn.
2. Rhone. 3. Seine. 4. Loire. 3. Aisue.
(I. Dordogne.
No. 157.—A Set of Saws: 1. Sauce. 2.
Saucer. 3. Arkunsaw. 4 Saw-pit. 6.
Saw-wort. 6. Saw-fish. 7. Saw-fly. 8.
Sausage. 9. Sauciness.

Thousands of rolls from
2 1-2 to 10 cents
E. W.

a

roll.

CHANDLER,

Builders' Finish !

COUGH
AND WORKS OFF THE COLD.
Laxative BrouioQuinine Tablets cure
offer b
"π*·1
No Cure, no Pay.
If In want of any kiwi of Klnlxh for Inehle or a cold in one day.
Limited outalde work, »en<l In your orders. Pine Lum- Price 25 cents. F. A. Shurtleff Λ Co.
So do not Delay* '<*
ber anil Shingles on luuut Cheap for Cash.
Did the Best She Could. Louise (in
has
and Job Work surprise)—"You don't mean to say
β"*4 libraT
been within everyGrace Pretty married a millionaire old
Matched Hard Wood Floor Boards for sale.
body's easy reach, and the chances are
enough to be her father? Good gracious !
E. W.
that when this offer is once withdrawn,
Why did she do such a thing?" Muriel—
that such an opportunity will
West Sumner
Maine. "Why, she couldn't catch one old enough
to be her grandfather."

Bear In Mind

STOPS

I will furnish DOORS ami WINDOWS of any
Size or Style at reasonable price*.

THE

Also Window & Door Frames.

Plaining, Sawing

Never Before

CHANDLER,

Never

Again

Jyçffî«££

of the BRITANNICA contains
Thirty-six Thousand Feet of Knowledge
and Information. Occupies Six Feet of
Book-shelf. CALL AT OUR STORE and
examine the complete set. If you cannot
call, cut out this coupon and niail it to us.
edition

OOUPON

I would like full details and specimen pages of the New Werner Encyclopaedia Britannica, complete in 30
volumes, including five volumes of
American Supplement, and showing
illustrations of the library in natural

colors.

Name
Street

City

For Morbid Conditions take RutOHAK'S PILLS.

The Absent Friend. "How well Mrs.
Gillwazzle holds her age!" "Isn't it

The--

South Paris
Grain

Company

having arranged

business in South
announce

and State

to

close out their

Parie, respectfully

that their stock of

Flour and Feed

B.—Tbe peic*· and term· «τ· M follow*;
No. 1—In Buckram Cloth, tbe set complete ta
fLtO caab and $8.0# per monta. Price, «44.00.
No. 2-ln Half Morocco, «2.00 caafc.and KOI of all kinds will be offered at reduced
Mr Mali price, «KXOO.
Να S—In Sheepman color, «S.00 OMh, and «MM
for the next few weeks.
,
par monUi. Price, Γδ,οα
* 10 per cent deducted fixai the above price· 11
foil amount la paid wtthiathlitj dajaaAarnoaipl
All persons indebted to the above
•«hooka
firm are
to pay
For Sale by
Ν.

F. A. ShurtMT 4 Co.

You would not think she
was a day over thirty, if she didn't try
to act as if she were twenty!"
wonderful?

Pjuj-redorul Soothe· Sore Lung·
auil make· tender thruata writ and atroug.
The
Rag-Time Favorite—"Who is
that quiet individual whom the guests
seem to avoid?" 'Oh, he's a famous
"And
composer of classical music."
that young man who seems to be the
lion of the evening?" "Why, he's a ragtime piano player."
DeWitt's Little

Early

Risers now and

then, will always keep your bowels in

order. They never gripe but
F. A.
an easy, gentle action.
Shurtleff A Co., South Paris, Williamson
Λ Kimball, Norway.

perfect

promote

prices

The Revolt. "What ia the object of
your girl's country club, Clara?" "Oh,
to have some place to go when we bear
that our literary club ia going to meet."

promptly.

pilla, DeWitt's Little
Early Risers, compel yonr liver and
bowels to do their duty. F. A. Shurtleff
Λ Co., South Paria, Williamson A Kimball, Norway.
4

respectfully requested

CANNING, PRESERVING AND JELLY
MAKING.
In this article the term canning refera
to vegetables and fruits sterilized and
hermetically sealed in tin cans, glass
jars or bottles. The word preserving
refers to fruits put in a thick syrup
made from, sugar and water, and kept in
ordinary tumblers or jars.
Fruits are much more easily canned
than vegetables. There are constantly
vafloating about us in the air a greatwith
riety of wild yeast plants together the
the bacteria. If a single plant, or
bud of a plant, alights in a favorable
or
place, as on the under side of the lid, is
at the edge of the jar before the lid
fastened down, it is quite sufficient to
of corn or
cause fermentation in a can

THE PAN-AMERICAN.
HARD ON SMOKERS.
▲ new booklet just issued for the PanAvalait tkl
American Exposition, tells averycharm- •14 Time L«(liltlloa
(lie af Tobacco.
;
and
creation
and
its
of
1 ng story
history
It !a one of the curiosities of old time
lescribes the beautiful city in which the
'estival has been developed and brought legislation tbat the nee of tobacco vu
1 » completion. The book is embelllsh- In
early colonial days regarded by tbe
sd with many illustrations, including
Inmagistrates and elders as far more
of
Exposition
and sinful than tbat
! rwelve colored plates
degrading
jurious,
sent
will
be
These
views.
wildings and
of Intoxicating liquors. Both tbe ose
ree to applicants by the Bureau of
and tbe planting of the weed were for·
lasts.
edition
the
as
so
long
Publicity
the
visited
who
has
bidden, tbe cultivation of It being per·
grounds
Everyone
>f the Pan-American Exposition during mltted only In small quantities, "for
;he last few months has been astonished meere necessltie, for phislck, for presteyond expression upon beholding the ervation of the health, and that tbe
magnitude and exceptional beauty and same be taken privately by annejLeot
lovelty of the enterprise. It is very men." But tbe "creature called tobacnuch larger than people generally have
ko" seemed to bave an Indestructible
mpposed, and it is apparent that the life.
Mrs. Alice M. Earle writes of
HO,000,000, which is the approximate
sost of the Exposition as a whole, has these early restrictions about tobacco
:>eeη expended most wisely and with tUl In "Stagecoacb and Tavern Days.*"

Those famous

ΤΟ

KEEP

PRESERVES
Λ

AND

JELLIES

IN

Lift the jars, ono at a time, and fasten
tho tops. Wipe each jar off immediately
and stand it in a cool place over night.
Next morning, if you have screw tops,
give each ono an extra turn; if not, they
will be sufficiently fastened. Wipe them
off, and put them in a cool, dark closet
for keeping. It is a question whether
Personal exor not light affects fruits.
perience has proven to me that it does
not make much difference whether fruit
is kept in the light or the dark. I have
kept quantities of fruit in the sunlight
all summer, and have had them in perfect condition the next year. I have,
however, noticed that the flavor is not
so true after they have been standing in
the sun. For this reason I recommend
the dark.
Large fruits, such as peachee and
pears, should be packed in the jars, the
jars filled with cold water, the rubbers
adjusted, the jars placed in the boiler
with the same amount of water as before, and the lids placed loosely on top;
the boiler covered, and the cooking continued for fifteen minutes after the
water has reached the boiling point.
W11ERE

Sl'GAΚ

IS

USED

IN

tbat takes it"

Tbe laws were con-

stantly altered and enforced, and still
tobacco

was

grown and

was

smoked

No one could take It "publicquely" nor
In bis own bous<> or anywhere else before strangers. Two men wexo forbidden to smolR togetbec.
No one could smoke wlthtn two miles
of tbe meeting house on tbe Sabbath

day.

There were

wicked backsliders

who were caught smoking around the
corner of the meeting bouse and others
on the street, and they were fined and

set in the stocks and in cages.
Until within a few years there were
New England towns where tobacco
smoking In the streets was prohibited,
and Innocent cigar loving traveler
to
were astounded at being requested
cease

smoking.

Mr. Drake wrote in 1880 tbat be
knew men, then living, who bad bod to
plead guilty or not guilty in a Boston
police court for smoking in tbe streets
of Boston.
In Connecticut in early days a great
Indulgence was permitted to travelers—
a man

could smoke

onco

nay of ten miles.

during a jour·

,H1S BEST.

the hotel when the clergyman found
him and started the conversation with
"Do you play tbe harmonium?" "A little," was the reply of the ex-organist
"Will you,
of St. Paul's cathedral.
then, be good enough to help us out of
We will
our dltiiculty on Sunday?
rend the psalms, and the hymns shall

playing double bass
ibe violoncellist In front
of blm, "Let us have your rosin, and 1
will show 'em wLo is the king of gloproached the
whispered to

man

CANNING.

Where sugar is used at the time of
canning, and the materials are cooked in
a porcelain-line·! kettle, the following
rules should be closely observed: The
jars must be washed, plunged into scalding water i.nd rolled around quickly.
The lids put into cold water, brought to
boiling point vd kept there. The rubbers adjusted. The jars filled one at a
time and fastened. Each jar should be
placed, to prevent breakage, on a folded
damp towel in a plate or pie dish. A
wide-mouthed funnel will facilitate matters very much. The jars should be
tilled to overflowing and the tops fastened down. There is no advantage whatever in having a press of any sort in the
top of the jar. It is not necessary that
the fruit should be under the liquor.
Fruits that will mold outside of the
liquor in a jar are not sterile, are unwholesome, and have been carelessly
canned.

comfortably

as

possible."

The young man's eyes stood out like

hatpegs, and
something.

he arose and tried to say

"Never mind about thanks," she cried.
"I don't believe in long courtships.
June 20 is my birthday, and it would be
nice for you to be married on that day."
"But—but—but—" he gasped.
"There, there! I doé't expect any reply," she laughed. "I'll try and be a
I believe I'm
model mother-in-law.
good tempered and kind hearted, though
I did once follow a young man a couple
of hundred miles with a broomstick for
agreeing to marry my daughter and then
backing out of the engagement."
She patted him on the head and sailed
out.
And now the young man wants advice.
He wants to know whether he had better
get in the way of a locomotive or jump
off the nearest bridge.—Philadelphia

Telegraph.

DeWitt's Witch Ilazel Salve should be
promptly applied to cuts, burns and
scalds. It soothes and quickly heals.
Be suro to get DeWitt's. F. A. Shurtleff & Co., South Paris, Williamson <&

Kimball, Norway.

Land Grab*.

One of the commonest and the largest of the Christmas island land crab·
Is tbe well known roblwr crab, which
is found in most of the tropical island*
of the Indian and Pacific oceans. It
sometimes reaches a length of two feet

and may measuce seven Inches across
Its colore are of a very
the back.
guudy description, tbe ground color being a bright rod, upon which there are
etripes of yellow, but in some cases a
purplish blue Is the prevailing tint
The eyes are fixed on stalks which
can be moved Independently of one auother, and there are two pairs of feelers, one loug, the other short. The latter pair are continually Jerked up and
There Is a pair of powerful
down.
claws, then several walking legs. In
general appearance these animals are
much more like rather stout lobsters
than crabs, and one's first encounter
with one of these creatures In the middle of a forest far from the sea is productive of much astonishment on both

sides.
Another species of land crab common In Christmas Island Is a little
bright red animal which In general
shape Is much like the common shore
crab. This variety makes burrows lu
the ground, nnd In some places the soil
le honeycombed with hundreds of holes.
Tbe crabs spend most of their time

meat,

pieswwith fork and

spoon

on

USE—
Γ S NO simply

can't make any sort
A man
of euccesa in business if he'a tortured
with backache.
That means if his kidney* are ont
of order.
Backache!· really kidney ache.
It is one of the first indications of
enough of
kidney disease. It's bad
! itself, but it leads to a great deal
worse.

stopped.

Unless It Is
How?

Vivian W. Hills

Carriages! Carriages!

There's not a form of kidney trouble
that this wonderful little remedy will
not cure, and the people stay cured.
Mr. John C. Melloon, grocer and
provision merchant at the corner of
Bridge and 7th streets, Lowell, Mass.,

The finest line

PNEUMATIC CARRIAGES

spring of 1896 I was forced, from
severe pain in the bock, to procure Doan's
d g
Kidney Pills at Kllingwood & Co.'a
store, at the corner of Merrimack and Central streets, and take α course of the treatment. It was speedily followed by absolute
relief, and up to date I have not had a symptom of a return."

headquarters

H. P. MILLETT,

SOUTH PARIS, MAINE.

CIIURCU STREET,

for

Farmii Tools and Fertilizers.

OUR

FULL SPRING STOCK 0F=

WALL PAPERS

Spring-too'h

Spading

be found outside the cities.

m

Doan's Kidney Mils for sale by all
dealers, or sent by mail on receipt of
price. Foster-Milburn Co., Buffalo, N.
Y., sole agents for the United States.
Remember the name, Doan's, and
take no substitute.

are

Seaorlptlon.

livery

ΟΓ

says:—
"In the

We

MAINE.

NORWAY,

ι

Kidney Pills

Doan's

Jeweler and Optician,

Planters, Cultivators,

Is Now

7000

OVER

Ready

Inspection.

for

ROLLS.

We have tried to make this the Beet Stock in Oxford County.

Mar. 11,1901.

Call and look it

over.

If we cannot suit you from the stock, we have

a

full line of

sample?

from one of the largest Wall I'aper Manufacturing Houses lu New York.

N.
AND

FARMERS ATTENTION !

Norway

Worcester Buckeye Mowing·
Machines for 1901.

4th of July

The Worcester Buckeye has led all other machines for the last
of century, and still leads all others to-day for light draft, durability
and ease of handling.
We always carry a full stock of repairs.

quarter

HORSE TROT

Respectfully,

^BASÎBALL,
2:27 class,

2:21 class,

W. 0. & 6. W. FROTHINGHAM.
Be Sure to Look at Our

purse $100
purse 125

2:45 class,

purse

"

Maine.

Paris,

Soutb.

South Paris

Bolster <L Co,,

Dayton

!>
Footwear
Summer
150
■

$100 for Base Ball.

Ladies' should see our All Right Patent Kid Polish Goodyear welt,
Two games to at $3.50. Also the Society Patent Kid at $3, and the Emerald, the leadwelt shoe of the 20th Century.
be played at 9:3ο, and winners to ing $3 Goodyear
All
Our stock of Oxfords is second to noue in Oxford County.
play oil* in the afternoon at 1 o'clock. price* from 90c. to $2.25. Our leaders for Gents' at $3.50 are the All
The winning team In the afternoon game to
Right and King Quality lines in Patent Kid, Enamel, Wine Calf, Russia
Defeated team in
have SO per cent of purse.
and Vici Kid.
Calf
afternoon game, 25 per cent of purse. The other
Come
We can suit you on any price shoe you want from $1.25 up.
two teams to have each 12 1-2 per cent of purse.
friend and see the most up-to-date shoe stock in Oxford
and
Four clubs to enter.

bring your

R. L. CUMMINGS,
W. O. Frothingiiam,
Ciiaui.es Crosby,

J.

Wheeler, South Peris,

Secretary

J
vV/nL·

Bags.

Frothingham,

South Parle, Me.

and Treasurer.

DO YOU WANT IT?
WK ARK NKVKK OUT.
to ue will

bring

Λ postal or telephone
you a supply promptly.

A. W. WALKER &

sowrn PARIS, ME.

Ice,

Respectfully,

W. 0. & 6. W.

Executive Committee.

VVm.

We also carry Trunks and

County.

SON,

Coal, Cement, Lime, ITair, Brick,

Sand,

Ac.

Young Mrs. Torkins was in the collecting dead leaves, which they cara group representing some ry in their claws, holding them up over
Pacific Islanders. "Interesting, aren't their heads, and drag down Into their
"Yes," she burrows, Into which they scuttle at the
they?" ho commented.
answered; "but don't yon think they least alarm.—rearson's Magazine.
carry this rainy day skirt idea a little
too far, Charlie, deal·?"

êwÂ

This signature is

Laxative

the

ou

every box

Crab· In DIhicuI·*.
Human beings are not tbe only creatures that have discovered the ap-

petizing, though indigestible, qualities

of the genuine

Bromo-Quimne
eolrt In

remedy that

cura m

Table*·

one

daj

passages

treatment Sold
be mailed for 60
account of the juice.
by druggists
cents by Ely Brothers, Ββ Warren Street,
To remove ink spots, put one or two New York. It spreads over the memdrop· of oxalic acid on the spot·, rinse brane, is absorbed and relief is imin several water·, and Anally in ammonia. mediate.
Fruit

All Camera»
Eastman Kodaks, ao per
The Brownie Cameras
from
discount
cent
catalogue
prices.
to
50 per
jo
dozen.
Stanley,
for the boys and girls.
4x5 Dry Plates, 33 cents per
Yon would
to 8 cents less.
Second
dozen.
cent*
5
*
quality
P*r
♦ 5» 35
them—a point for
be paying 45 cents per dozen if Hills was not selling
cents.
Ferrotype plates,
mounted
tripods, 65
you to remember. Brass
Albums, 5 i-a χ 7 in., only to cents. Mounts,
10 χ 14, only 7>centa.
ones at 8 cts.
emb. edge, 5 1-2x6 i-a, only 10 cents per dozen. Cheaper
find others
When
you
lowest
the
offer
to
a
prices.
We are in position
you
then you will find us a drop
selling the same grade at the same price we do,
lower. Get our prices before purchasing.

museum at

of crabs, and some of these animals
have been coupell?d to reeort to various defensive measures.
Disguise is
one of these and is practiced with
great effect by spider crabs.
These deliberately bite up seaweeds

Indignant Patron.—"You advertise to
Dr.
AND RASPBERRIES.
CURRANTS
cure consumption, don't you?"
To each full quart of large red rasp- Quack—"Yes, sir. I never fail when and plant them on their backs, verj
Inberries allow half a pint of currant juice my instructions are followed."
eoon establishing a growth which har-'
and half a pound of sugar. Put tho ber- dignant Patron—"My son took your monizes perfectly with the surroundriee into a porcelain-lined kettle—a layer medicino for a year and then died." Dr.
Inge and deceives many an enemy.
of berries and a layer of sugar; pour Quack—"My instructions were not folto take it for two Should tbe weeds grow too vigorously,
him
I
told
the
fruit
lowed.
over the currant juice.
Bring
the crab industriously prunes them
slowly to boiling point; skim, and fill years."
with his claws and every now and theu
into the cans.
TO CURE A COLD IN ONE DAY
scrapes tbe whole lot off and starts a
Take Laxative Bromo-Quinine Tablets. fresh garden on his roof, so to speak.
PLUMS.
All druggists refund the money if it
The sponge crab behaves in a aimllai
F. W. Grove's signature
The following recipe will answer for fails to cure.
little bits of living
box. 25c. F. A. Shurtlcff & manner, nipping off
gages and all sorts of plums. Where on each
sponge and sticking tbem on his back,
sugar is used allow half a pound to Co.
The
where they grow vigorously.
every pound of plums. Wash tho plums,
Eternal vigilance is the price of liberty
stick them carefully with a large pin to and there is no prospect of its being same end is served as In the other case.
It is very amusing to keep crabs of
prevent the skin from cracking. Weigh. markod down.
Put a layer of sugar and a layer of plums
one or other of these kinds in an aquainto a porcelain lined kettle, having not
"I am indebted to One Minute Cough rium and deprive them of tbe usual
more than four layers of plums. Let Cure for health and life.
I was treated means of concealment.
them stand for an hour or two on the in vain by doctors for lung trouble. I
They get very nervous and agitated
table; then put them over a moderate took One Minute Cough Cure and recov- and
try to cover themselves with bits
fire; bring very slowly to boiling point; ered my health."—Mr. Ε. II. Wise, Madior anything else that may be
skim, and fill into the jars as dirécted. son, Oa. F. A. Sliurtleff & Co., South of paper
There is always a great deal of surplus Paris, Williamson & Kimball, Norway. provided. One such captive is said to
have had a little greatcoat made for
juice in canning plums and small fruits,
"I wish to state that your Kodol Dys- him, which he put on In a hurry as
and this may be put aside to boil down
for jelly.—Ladies' Home Journal.
pepsia Cure is without question, the best soon as It was banded to him.
and only cure for dyspepsia that I have
ever come in contact with and I have
DELICIOUS CAULIFLOWER SALAD.
used many other preparations.—John
Jataacn Babies.
Take a head of cauliflower and boil in
Pa. No preparaThe Japanese baby Is a model baby
Remove Bean, West Middlesex,
a piece of fine cheesecloth.
tion equate Kodol Dyspepsia Cure as it
K> far as keeping quiet Is concerned.
from the cloth, drain, and eprinkle over
contains all the natural digestants. It
it two tablespoonfuls of lemon juice or
Se may be seen as he is carried on the
will digest all kinds of food and can't
At
to
cool.
of little brothers or sisters
vinegar, and stand aside
help but do you good, F. A. Shurtleff Λ ihoulders
serving time break the head apart into Co.,
South Paris, Williamson & Kimball, while they run about In earnest play
a
on
them
dish,
neatly
flowerets; arrange
His
»r attending to various duties.
sprinkle over a little ohopped parsley or Norway.
Dead bobs up and down or lies over
the wild sorrel; cover with French
Chemistry Master—"What happens to >n his shoulder without any support,
dressing and serve.
gold when it is exposed to the air?" uni, as it 1s uncovered, it Is freely exStudent (after long reflection)—"It's
posed to the heat of the biasing sun.
When toast is served under asparagus, stolen."
One would think the brains of thu
or any other vegetable, it is eaten or not
It has been fully demonstrated that Ihildren would be well nigh roasted
The toast serves merely as
as desired.
a medium for draining the superfluous Ely's Cream Balm is a specific for Nasal
ty the heat They are, however, eelCatarrh and cold in the bead. This dis- lom heard to
water from the vegetable.
cry as they are carried
as
the
achieved
tinction has been
only
η this fashion through tbe streets by
A
use.
successful
result
is
to
use
knife
or
of
continued
never
A golden rule
in their brothers and sisters. It has often
spoon when a fork will suffice. Jellies, morbid condition of the membrane
can be oured by this Men the sujject of remark that Japare eaten with a tbe nasal
if served with
fork.
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Largest Stock
cent discount from catalogue.

be the simplest I can eelect," added
the delighted parson. "1 will do my
best," said Stalner, with a smile.
The service passed off all right, but
the congregation, Instead of rushing
away at the close, listened to a brilliant
recital. When the parson heard tho
nnme of his assistant, be asked him to
dinner. "Do you smoke?" he said at
the close. "I will do my best," mut-

tered Stalner, and the ensuing laughter was the prologue of an entertaining
exchange of Oxford reminiscences.
Stalner was a great story teller. One
anecdote be was fond of relating had
referenced the days when there were
amateur qrcbestras in churches. Tbe
"Messiah" was being sung, and as the
line "Who is the King of Glory?" ap-

!
Supplies
Lowest Prices

Photo

——

Disc,

mine."
ryl"—London Tit-Bits.
"I—haven't—" stammered the yonng

"0, never mind; make no apology. I
know you haven'r much money, but, of
course, you'll live in my house."
"I had no idea of—" he began.
"I know you hadn't, but it's all right,"
continued Sarah's mamma, reassuringly.
"With your wages and what the boarders will bring in we ehall get along as

ANS

We can show you some of the l>cet swivel and
land Mde plows In the market, both In steel aud
wood beams. We have
Celebrated Muelcian'a Adventore la
Harand
a Swlii Country Villigt·
die.
of
Corn
one
John
Stalner,
Sir
rows,
The late
We are aloo agents for the
England's most celebrated musicians
and composers, was several years ago
WJter A. Wood Harvesting Mach'nery.
In a small Swiss village, and the EngWe have In stock three full ctr loads of Ferfor
tilizers. We carry four of the leading brandi·.
lish clergyman was on tbe lookout
A. W. Walker Sk. Son,
a musician to assist at the service.
Maine.
Stalner was in the smoking room of South Paria,

HE DID

man.

PLACE.

DARK

Landlords were ordered not to "suffer any tobacco to be taken into their
bouses" on penalty of a fine to the
"victualler" and another to "tbe party

Kodaks, Cameras,

purifying andorhealing
it will

inese babies are so seldom known to
ay, and no satisfactory explanation
Ms yet been given for tbelr phenofi·
mal respect for the comfort of others
• this

regard.—Book World.
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A full line of these ranges

A prominent Montreal clrrcyinan, the Rev. Jan»··
II. Dixon, Rector St. .Inde* mid lion. Canon of
"Permit me to
Chriat Church Cathedral, write*
send yon a few line· to strongly recommend

seen

A

euro onrc

50 cents

Cramp·, Ac.

Two

only

one

Sic. and 50c.

Size·,
Paln-Klller,

increase in

Perry Devi·/

Belgian Hares.

For full

particulars address
GOOD

LUCK RABDITRY,
Paris, Me.

Wanted.

Will pay market price for same.
L. P. HAWKINS, South Pari·.

Kodol

Dyspepsia
Digests

Cure

what you eat.

11 artificially digests the food and aid·
Nature In strengthening and noon·
strutting the exhausted digestive organs. It is the latest discovered digest·
aut and tonic. No other preparation
can approach it In efficiency. Ii Instantly relieves and permanently cures

Dyspepsia, Indigestion, Heartburn,

Flatulence, Sour Stomach, Nausea,
Sick Headache, Qastralgla Cramps and
all other results of imperfect digestion.
Priptrrt fey K. C· OsWITT a CO·, CfelMg»

payment, without

price, makes

it easy to

own

of these modern ranges.

The

People's National Family Newspsper.

New-

Poplar delivered at my mill, South
Paris, of regular size and length.

week

a

one

We have a few pairs of young, high grade, I
pedlarroed hares, that we will aell at low prices,
(quality coDeldered).

Lock Box 8.

fuel makes it economy

to discard your old range.

for

Pain-Killer a?"
Ttaero la

Variety Store.
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Saving in

I Imve used It with

Pkrrt Davik' I'ain-Killkh.
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